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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Background and Setting 

Decision Making & Uncertainty 

 American agriculture has thrived for years on the idea of technology, progress, 

and the successes from the previous year’s crop. Whether a farmer grows wheat, corn, 

cotton or sorghum, going through the decision-making process and deciding what to plant 

the next year can be quite the guessing game. Some of the factors influencing these 

decisions include the funds from previous years, family conditions, working situations, 

weather, and water availability. There are additional factors such as quality of the hired 

help, number of children in college, changes in who the loan officer at the bank is, 

weather disasters, water issues, predicted outcomes for the year, or crop insurance 

subsidies. All these factors weigh heavily on a farmer’s mind. The decisions and actions 

taken by farmers affect the well-being of many businesses, companies, and communities 

alike within the agricultural industry.  

 Beyond the previously mentioned factors, resistant to change in a dynamic, 

evolving environment can be problematic. Technology for instance is an ever-changing 

factor in today’s farming world and can meet with resistance from our older generation of 

American farmers. There are many farmers who are set in their own way and the way 

they currently operate their farm has given them no reason to change or accept new ideas, 

even with the possibility of increased income.  
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Complicating the decision-making process is the unpredictability of weather 

which can often cause devastating results to farmers and their crops. Factors narrowing 

the farmer’s focus towards water issues in West Texas, has been changing weather 

patterns, water availability, and new incentives to the planting of innovative crops that 

can conserve ground water. However, there are some seasons when excess rainfall has 

hurt crops as the land cannot absorb the unusually large amounts of water while other 

seasons have produced hardly any rain (Larkin & Bomar, 1983). With all these factors 

and many more in mind, deciding what to plant for the upcoming year can often create 

uncertainty and be quite stressful within the decision-making process. Without awareness 

to management and conservation practices, the West Texas area could suffer losses of 

natural resources. The question is where are water management factors in a farmer’s 

decision-making process when deciding what to plant and grow on an annual basis? 

 

Water Policy 

 Water management and conservation has increasingly been considered a political 

topic. In 2008, Congress passed the H.R. 6124, The Food, Conservation, and Energy act 

of 2008, also known as the Farm Bill (U.S. House of Representatives, 2008). The new 

Farm Bill has a strong focus on conservation and research. While the policies and 

procedures of this new Farm Bill are not finalized, there is an increased potential to 

influence farmers’ annual cropping decisions. 
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National Legislation 

 As it pertains to the West Texas farmer, Sections I, II and VII of the Farm Bill, 

impact farmers and what they can anticipate in government support and funding. Section 

I focuses on Commodity Programs. It is about extending a strong “safety net” for famers, 

giving assistance when help is needed, and covering some 25 different commodities 

(H.R. 2419, 2008). This is where the new Average Crop Revenue Election (ACRE) 

program gives farmers payments when state-wide revenue for a commodity is less than 

the revenue guarantee. This section is a way to rebalance farms and to positively impact 

changes within the marketplace.  

 Section II emphasizes the spending of more money on conservation programs. 

This section allows $7.9 billion to be put forth towards these programs (H.R. 2419, 

2008.) Several programs are extended and expanded to better accommodate the American 

farmer. Among these are the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP), the Wetlands 

Reserve Program (WRP), the Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP), 

Conservation Security Program (CSP), Chesapeake Bay Region Restoration, Farm 

Protection Program (FPP), and the Grassland Reserve Program (H.R. 2419, 2008). This 

section of the Farm Bill also highlights the impact of cooperation amongst the USDA and 

outside organizations, including extension programs and other research agencies that can 

provide information and support to producers.  

 The last section (VII) emphasizes the necessity of research and establishing the 

National Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA) organization. This section will focus 

on renewable energy, plant health, agricultural systems and technology as well as 
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agriculture economics and rural communities (H.R. 2419, 2008). The results from these 

research efforts may influence individual farm decisions. 

State Legislation 

 In 1997, Governor George W. Bush of Texas signed Senate Bill I. Its purpose was 

to create awareness for those areas with increasing populations, who were susceptible to 

droughts with limiting water supplies (Texas Water Development Board, 2008). 

Individuals from 11 organizations were to represent interest groups within the Regional 

Water Planning Groups (RWPG) of the state. Their initial plans were to map out how 

water could be reserved while also meeting future water supplies of Texas residents.  

 Later in 2001, Texas Senate Bill II was passed to re-vamp the state’s previous 

water resources situations (Texas Center for Policy Studies, 2001). Some of the 

highlights of the bill were to strengthen the management of the groundwater resources, 

require the joint committees to meet during the State Legislature interim, and establish a 

framework for future water projects from a state-level Water Advisory Council. 

 An ever growing issue creating concern over the last several years is the 

controversy around the Rule of Capture of water ownership within the state of Texas. 

Texas treats groundwater very differently than surface water. Groundwater is private 

property whereas surface water is considered state property (Kaiser, 2005). In 1904, the 

Texas Supreme Court adopted the Rule of Capture initially giving landowners the legal 

right to extract as much groundwater under their land as they can capture (Kaiser, 2005). 

The problem with this was there was no protection for neighboring wells if they 

happened to turn up dry. Today landowners can’t pump water if it is done to harm a 

neighbor, to waste water, or to cause nearby land to subside or settle (Kaiser, 2005). One 
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also cannot capture ground water which is from the underflow of a river or already 

regulated by a groundwater district (Kaiser, 2005). Authority over groundwater 

management has shifted from the Texas legislature to the local groundwater conservation 

districts. With the establishment of 83 groundwater conservation districts, one can see 

this creates an issue for policy makers who have ever growing pressure to re-vamp the 

laws and situations of private citizens. 

 

Statement of the Problem 

 Understanding the importance of relationships amongst farmers and policy 

makers is key to keeping agribusinesses competitive and sustainable. Knowing that there 

is policy to help with strengthening commodity programs, and or already existing and 

new conservation programs may be a relief for many agriculturists. With water 

conservation and management concerns ever growing, it is crucial that American farmers 

make sound, confident decisions. Unfortunately, little is known about the role water plays 

in a farmer’s annual crop-related decision making processes. 

 

Purpose and Objectives 

 The purpose of this study is to determine the factors that influence farmers in their 

planting decisions from year to year. The population for this study was be the farmers 

serving on the board of the Texas Alliance for Water Conservation (TAWC) project. The 

results of this study will be of benefit to businesses, and companies that depend on the 

farmer and his decisions for the success of their company. The study will also help policy 
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makers to better understand these farmers, knowing that government programs can help 

the sustainability of the farm operation. The following objectives were developed to 

achieve the purpose of this study: 

1. Describe the factors that influence farmer’s crop planting decisions 

annually. 

2. Describe water management and conservation factors and how they 

impact annual crop decisions. 

 

Definition of Terms 

In order to better understand this study, the following terms and definitions are provided. 

Agricultural Companies - Companies that are directly or indirectly involved with 

agriculture as their livelihood for business who also work in the agricultural sector on a 

daily basis. 

Check-off Program - Industry-funded programs, also referred to as research and 

promotional programs, which promote and provide research and information for a 

particular agricultural commodity without reference to specific producers or brands (The 

National Agricultural Law Center, 2007). 

Crops - Cultivated plants or agricultural produce, such as grain, vegetables, or fruit 

that are harvested annually for a profit that fit under the USDA check-off program 

(American Heritage® Dictionary, 2000). 

Decisions - a set of conclusions that is reached after taking into consideration 

factors that will influence what is planted for the next year. 
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Explicit Knowledge – Knowledge which is easily stored and can easily be 

transmitted to others, knowledge from such things as books and manuals (American 

Heritage® Dictionary, 2000). 

Farmers - One who works on, or operates a farm and receives money for crops 

planted and produced. 

Farm Bill - Refers to the H.R. 2419, a bill that is renewed about every five years in 

order to govern federal farm and food policy, which contains 15 farm bill titles (H.R. 

2419, 2008). 

Forward Thinking Pragmatists – Characteristic of producers with a strong desire for 

alternatives that are economically and environmentally sustainable. Producers in this 

group feel that economic concerns drive their decisions about changes they make in their 

farming systems. They are also concerned with environmental and conservation issues 

(Baker, Doerfert, Jones, Kistler, 2004). 

Hired Hand - An individual that is hired temporarily or permanently on a farming or 

ranching operation, typically hired to help with the extra duties that can’t be fulfilled by 

the owner/operator. Often times they are hired to help with the physical labor of the 

operation and are generally hired during harvest time of a crop. 

Optimistic Integrator – Those who are interested in integration and are very 

concerned with water and conservation issues. They are very open to diversification as 

they value the added flexibility that would come with diversification. These producers 

have a very open mind when it comes to the sustainable integrated crop/livestock system 

as an alternative for their farming systems and are willing to invest the energy required to 

learn about new alternatives (Baker, Doerfert, Jones, Kistler, 2004).  
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Planting Season - The time period from where a field is prepared for the planting of 

a seed to the time where a crop is harvested for sale. 

Producer Board - Seven people within the TAWC project that are in charge of 

making decisions, relating producer needs and concerns to project coordinators, making 

sure projects are on schedule, and to help translate results and findings back into the 

community. These producers will be the seven tested within the study. 

Rule of Capture – The Texas law that grants landowners the right to capture the 

water beneath their property. The landowners do not own the groundwater but have a 

right to pump and capture whatever water is available, regardless of the effects of that 

pumping on neighboring wells (Kaiser, 2005). 

Spring Water – Water which is accumulated late winter through early spring 

seasons and is utilized to nourish the soil before seed germination. 

Texas Alliance for Water Conservation (TAWC) - TAWC is a partnership of area 

producers, data collection technologies, and collaborating partners that include industries, 

universities, and government agencies that are working together to help preserve the 

Ogallala Aquifer. This is being done while maintaining the viability of local farm 

families and communities (TAWC, 2008). 

Tacit Knowledge - refers to a form of knowledge which is only known by an 

individual and that is difficult to communicate to the rest of an organization. A type of 

knowledge that people only carry in their minds and is difficult to access (American 

Heritage® Dictionary, 2000). 

Tradition - A mode of thought or behavior followed by a people continuously from 

generation to generation; a custom or usage (American Heritage® Dictionary, 2000). 
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Traditionalists – Producers who value technology that has allowed them to continue 

growing cotton on a larger scale. They saw no need for alternatives; consequently, they 

were not as concerned with water and environmental issues. This group of producers 

believes that the water situation is not as bad as it is hyped up to be (Baker, Doerfert, 

Jones, Kistler, 2004). 

 

Limitations of the Study 

These limitations should be considered when evaluating the study: 

1. Data were collected over several months. There could have been several 

changes within this time period that may have changed decisions of farmers 

either individually or collectively. 

2. This study is limited to farmers serving on the board of the Texas Alliance for 

Water Conservation project. As such, the ability to generalize these results is 

limited. 

 

Assumptions 

The following assumptions were made when preparing, conducting, and evaluating the 

study: 

1. That all producers interviewed could; understand, speak and read English, 

comprehend questions asked by the researcher and were capable of answering 

the questions clearly, honestly, and without the influence of others. 
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2. These findings will indicate some of the determining factors that farmers 

consider when choosing what crop to plant for the upcoming year. 

Significance of Study 

 Other farmers as well as the companies, banks, businesses, and communities that 

support them rely heavily on decisions made by an individual farmer. In today’s 

competitive, global agricultural industry, it is now more important than ever that policy 

makers and others alike understand the reasoning, motivation and purpose of the farmer. 

Decisions are made on many factors, some that can be controlled and others that cannot. 

The results of this research will provide an insight into decision making and water 

management processes of the West Texas farmer. Whether you are a banker, hired hand, 

seed supplier, equipment salesman or resource monitor, this information will be valuable 

towards the planning processes for in the upcoming year. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Overview 

A review of literature was conducted to provide a basis of understanding for 

decision making amongst agricultural entrepreneurs and individuals. The first procedure 

for collecting related material and previous studies was to examine decision making 

amongst individuals and how natural resources, more importantly water, affect that 

process. Once this initial search was conducted, the research finding was then narrowed 

down to how knowledge effects one’s decision making process. Finally a review of 

grounded theory and how it explains the type of research that was to be conducted is 

provided. 

West Texas Agriculture 

 One of the many beauties of the state of Texas is that it is big and includes a vast 

array of climatic areas. The Texas Department of Water Resources explains that Texas 

has three major types of climate categories; continental, mountain and modified marine 

(Larkin & Bomar, 1983). The West Texas region is classified as having a continental type 

of climatic area which is typical of the Texas High Plains. It is characteristic of this area 

to have large variations in temperature extremes on a daily basis (Larkin & Bomar, 

1983). The area has low humidity and irregular rainfall which categorizes it as being 

semi-arid with mild winters (Larkin & Bomar, 1983).  
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 The West Texas High Plains area receives an average of 14-22” of rainfall 

annually (Texas Almanac, 2008). Though there is low humidity and lower rainfall than 

most of the state, crops can still be grown within this High Plains and Rolling Plains 

regions (Texas Almanac, 2008). Farmers and ranchers are able to grow crops in West 

Texas due to the certain plant species designed to be more resistant to drought conditions 

(Nguyen, 1999). These crops that are grown in West Texas, which are commonly grown 

in other parts of the country, would normally have failed if it had not been for the new 

innovative crop technology. 

Texas is also diverse in its agriculture from a production standpoint; Texas is a 

leader amongst several crops and livestock operations within the nation. Texas producers 

lead the United States in cattle, goat, cotton and dry hay production, while also being in 

the top five for peanuts, winter wheat, and lamb production (NASS, 2008). With low 

annual rainfall, livestock and crop productions are constantly increasing in demand. It is 

clear to see why the investigation of the West Texas farmer and his water management 

practices are so important. 

Decision Making 

 It is understood that decisions can possibly be based on emotions, previous 

experience, and other outside factors. In considering these factors it is important to 

understand that there are several types of decision-making behaviors. It is of utmost 

importance to be consistent and stable when processing information. Spicer and Smith 

(2005) explain that decisions are driven by one of five decision making behaviors. These 

types are (a) Rational decision making in which a person makes decisions that are logical 

and have structure, (b) Intuitive decision making behavior that is reliant upon feelings 
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and previous expressions, (c) Dependent behavior which relies on the support of others, 

(d) Avoidant behavior explaining those who avoid making decisions and, (e) 

Spontaneous behavior that is impulsive and spur of the moment (Spicer & Smith, 2005). 

 It is believed that through the sharing of information, either formal or informal, 

numerous can benefit through many different situations. Over the last thirty-five years the 

decision making process has seen some changes. The once believed outlook on decision 

making has been that it is not a rational form of thought, or even thought at all (Das, 

2008). People for years have understood and been taught that competency is the sole 

domain of rationality, a form of rationality; that includes planning and casual thinking 

(Das, 2008). Today it is understood that decision making is often bound by emotions and 

that in any type of circumstance, emotions cannot be separated from rational thinking in 

any form.  

Present day thinking and analyzing within the decision making process can be 

split into two types of approaches: analytical and synthetic. As stated by Das (2008), the 

analytical form of thinking is more and more changing the way of thinking from the old 

and trying to innovate into something new. This is considered a more rational approach to 

decision making management. This form brings in new qualifications and objectivity that 

were often overlooked and absent in the old-style, “seat-of-the-pants decision making” 

(Das, 2008, p. 2). This type has turned into a form of thinking that requires qualifications 

and objectivity.  

A systematic approach to thinking and decision making seldom works within the 

agricultural world as events take on trickledown-type effects. The concept of knowledge 

and decision making management is not to just focus on the types of decision making and 
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how it is obtained, but more importantly how it is obtained within agriculture. People 

make rational decisions from previous experiences, and it is essential to incorporate 

knowledge within the decision making process. Baker, Doerfert, Jones, and Kistler, 

(2004)  highlight on the importance of retaining previous experiences and how they affect 

sustainable agriculture. The authors state that American farmers are becoming more and 

more aware and intrigued with the notion of sustainable agriculture while also realizing 

the doubtful future of diminishing resources (Baker, Doerfert, Jones, & Kistler, 2004). 

This is why it is so important to understand the characteristics of producers and farmers 

and the motivation as to why and how they make decisions.  

Emotion and cognition are linked in this whole decision making process in that 

people join the two forms when making rational decisions. This is taking the act of 

knowing and combining it with the act of emotion. Das (2008) stated that with planning 

and decision making, one has to understand that memory plays an important, dependent 

role in the process. This is a type of short term memory that by choice cannot go away. 

Knowing that the form and process of decision making isn’t totally a conscious activity, 

it is clear memory should be used to permit a thoughtful and deliberate choice (Fazio, & 

Sanbonmatsu, 1990). Fazio and Sanbonmatsu (1990) also states that when making a 

memory-based decision, especially in the case of agriculture, planting crops from year to 

year as well as rotating crops within the mix can often become an attitude-based decision 

and strategy rather than memory based.  

It is clear for people to understand that in order to make a decision quickly and 

effortlessly, it is essential to accurately evaluate alternatives and every possible memory 

source, not just every emotional source. Often times the motivation to make a correct 
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decision decreases as the likelihood that attitudes will guide a memory-based decision 

increases (Fazio & Sanbonmatsu, 1990). This is an ever-growing problem as the increase 

of inputs into the agricultural sector of America is continuously changing. With so many 

businesses relying on the basis of agriculture, it is a concern that some would drive 

decisions based on emotions and current attitudes, knowing that decision making isn’t 

always a conscious decision. Not only do emotions, previous actions, and unconscious 

thought drive a decision making process, it is understood that decisions are made with the 

understanding they are permanent and cannot be reversed once decided. 

 A relevant theory that will help the reader understand the decision making process 

of the West Texas farmer is regret theory. This is the idea that people take into account 

reactions, emotion, and previous outcomes when making decisions (Zeelenberg, 1999). 

The fear of regret for future situations is often a fear that can influence behavior and 

decisions and create a form of hesitation. In the case of farmers in the West Texas area, 

Zeelenberg (1999) discusses that pain or pleasure is associated with the outcomes of 

many day-to-day decisions. Knowing that there is a possibility of the rejected option 

being the better option and joy when the outcome of the rejected option could have 

possibly been worse is when people experience the initial form of regret (Zeelenberg, 

1999). It is clear that these emotions of regret or rejoice are felt after the decision is made 

and the outcomes are known. Understanding that these emotions are taken into account in 

the initial decision making process is essential.  
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Decision Making by Farmers 

 Mazzucato and Niemeijer (2000) studied soil and water conservation in an 

African village where several decision making factors were examined. This was to best 

understand the history and most appropriate methods to introduce some conservation 

programs to the villagers. They used the grounded theory method starting out broad in 

their data collection and research and then allowed concepts and principles to emerge on 

their own from fieldwork (Mazzucato & Niemeijer, 2000). In their study, they gave 

particular attention to developing personal and trusting relationships with the villagers. In 

order for possible further study with this group of people, it was trustworthiness and 

honesty that created a strong safety-hold for the researchers. 

 Featherstone and Goodwin (1993) studied the different factors that influenced a 

farmer’s decision to initially invest in long-term conservation improvements. They 

discovered that older farmers are less likely to invest in conservation technologies if it is 

too technologically advanced. In addition, larger farming households and corporate 

farming operations are more likely to invest in conservation techniques and practices 

(Featherstone & Goodwin, 1993). Another point that was interesting was many farms 

receiving government program payments were as well more likely to adopt conservation 

procedures (Featherstone & Goodwin, 1993). 

 Gould, Klemme and Saupe (1989) examined the role of the farm operator, their 

perception of soil erosion and the potential of government programs to increase 

knowledge to these producers. They cited that in order to motivate producers to adopt 

conservations techniques, one had to utilize the least controversial type of approach, 

through voluntary education programs, (Gould, Klemme, & Saupe, 1989). As their study 
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is related, knowing that voluntary programs can be the best approach to discovering 

changes from past to present day can be crucial. 

 In 1982, Ervin and Ervin identified a three-step model in soil conservation 

adoption: identify an erosion existence, initially decide whether to adopt the conservation 

practices considering there is a problem and last to determine the level of soil 

conservation efforts (Ervin & Ervin, 1982). Water management as it pertains to this study 

and its adoption can be treated in the same way. It is essential for the producer to identify 

water availability, decide whether to adopt water conservation techniques, and determine 

the level of cooperation a producer is willing to put forth.  

 Through the sharing of information, it is the hope that one can understand that 

emotions, actions, bodily influences, and the way other’s react to decisions can all 

influence one’s decision making process. Understanding current situations and future 

consequences is a solid base to the emotions driven by the decision making processes of 

individuals.  

The Influence of Knowledge 

 Without knowledge, one cannot make conscious, educated decisions towards 

situations and future predictions. Knowledge management is defined as a business 

activity (Barclay & Murray, 1997). The first component is treating knowledge and 

business in a way that directly reflects and takes into account concerns such as strategy, 

policy, and practice at all levels of the business (Barclay & Murray, 1997). Applying 

knowledge to any aspect of business is crucial as making decisions on false knowledge 

can lose money, workers, and respect.  
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 So what is knowledge? As defined by Barclay and Murray (1997), it refers to a 

person’s state of being with respect to some body of information. These states of being 

include ignorance, awareness, familiarity, understanding, and facility (Barclay & Murray, 

1997). Knowledge is often externalized, referring to the spread of information out to 

other individuals. This is done for the possibility of re-using previous obtainable 

knowledge for the advantage of knowledge development (Huysman & de Wit, 2002). The 

authors of Knowledge Sharing and Practice (Figure 1), have created a model to help 

depict the process of individual knowledge and outside effort that goes into it.  

 

 

 

        

Figure 1. The process of institutionalization with respect to organizational learning 
processes (Huysman & deWit, 2002) 

 

Knowledge comes from several different aspects of experience expressed in 

Figure 1. Knowledge is gained through individual experiences, shared experiences, and 

Externalization: 
Knowledge exchange 

 Knowledge reuse 
 Knowledge creation 

Internalization: 
Knowledge 
acquisition 

Objectification: 
Collective acceptance 
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organizational means, all possibly utilized in times of need. Individual knowledge comes 

from personal experiences. Secondly, knowledge can come from others; known as shared 

knowledge. People can share knowledge on a daily basis through purposeful and non-

purposeful actions. Knowledge from an organizational fashion refers to acquiring and 

collecting information and then processing and storing that information for a later time.  

 Knowledge influences decision making in several different fashions, when one 

collects information from outside, inside, personal, and unconscious experiences, it is all 

taken into account in the decision making process, often without the individual even 

being aware (Barclay and Murray 1997). 

Specific Agricultural Knowledge Factors 

 It is important for one to understand that when knowledge isn’t incorporated into 

the decision making process, important and every-day events would be a struggle. Real 

life decisions involve an end product: a goal, certain values to uphold, the quality and 

sustainability of the environment, and money value to name a few (Simon, 1959). As 

pointed out earlier, it is important to understand where producers have previously been 

and the direction they are headed now. Within each farming operation, factors such as the 

potential economic outcome of each discussion, affect the available labor within the 

operation. Some of the latest research can easily factor into decision making and the 

underlying question, “What can my farm do for me?” Goals and values don’t have to be 

difficult or complicated; they just need to have a purpose and reason. These come from 

individuality or other influences. This process of decision making when adding in 

knowledge factors is often thought of as a “reasoning” process where all these factors 

represent a foundation that will then be logically reached (Simon, 1959).  
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Economics 

 Money and the economy are two difficult factors when analyzing the complexity 

behind decision making. What essentially drives one’s decision making process? Is it the 

final dollar amount that is to be made? For years economists have been arguing this point. 

Economics is not just what the economy does and how it affects the individual but it is 

also the saving, spending, and part of the investment manners that a consumer and 

business possess (Simon, 1959). It is essential to understand the impact of knowing how 

economics can influence farmers to better predict the future for policy-making and 

support programs. 

 Farmers and individuals for that matter make many short term (annual) decisions 

that can hugely affect the livelihood of one’s operation. It is difficult to integrate 

expectations into an economic theory. A decision maker approximates the future; that 

events will or will not, positively or negatively impact their operation. It is important for 

one to make these decisions based on as much certainty as possible. One issue that seems 

to fluctuate frequently are input costs. Fertilizer, gas, and transportation are issues that are 

constantly rising making it difficult to manage and make conscious decisions based on 

the unknown. Doubting oneself could possibly take on a reverse effect and result in a 

producer making bad decisions. It is understandable that money drives many decisions 

but basing a decision on the wrong element can result in a financial down-fall. 

Labor 

 A large part of the farming generation in the West Texas area are older with 

children that are grown and often not interested in wanting to come back and choose the 

farming lifestyle. Time and again, children head off to college and have no desire to 
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come back and take over the operation posing a problem in that many children provide 

some sort of labor support for the family while home. Often times people marry to gain, 

love or companionship resulting in the doubling of assets (Manser & Brown, 1980). Once 

the farm couple has children, it can change the decision making process. Like most 

couples, one now makes decisions thinking of not just themselves but those which are 

also involved in the family. However, for a farm couple this includes hired help, their 

children, the farmers’ children as well as the people who buy and distribute their product.  

 Making up one-third of the total United States agricultural labor force, hired farm 

work is now more important than ever (Kandel, 2008). It is arguable as to what the actual 

value placed on hired farm work is or how the agricultural sector would survive without 

them. There are six states within the U.S. that account for around half of the nation’s 

expenditure on hired labor: California, Florida, Washington, Texas, Oregon and North 

Carolina (Kandel, 2008). With agricultural outputs increasing, where does this leave the 

importance of farm labor? Kandel (2008), author of “Data Sources on Hired Farm 

workers,” stated that the focus has turned towards larger and fewer farms. The Farm 

Labor Survey (FLS) highlighted by the author touches on the fact that the average 

number of family workers has declined while on the average, the number of hired farm 

hand workers has increased. As farm family children mature and choose to leave home 

for college and/or non-farming careers, their departure often creates a drop in the amount 

of labor available to complete the day-to-day farming operations. 

 During the last 50 years, the family farm has taken a heavy shift from family-

dependent workers to hired labor workers (Kandel, 2008). Creating the agricultural 

sector’s third largest production expense, hired labor also ranks as one of the more 
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hazardous occupations in the U.S. (Kandel, 2008). It is clear to see how important finding 

and retaining good, quality, knowledgeable farm labor can be. Many farmers in the years 

to come could be faced with having to hire off-farm labor year-round and not just 

traditionally during harvest season. 

Recent Legislation Affecting the Farm 

American Farm Bureau (2008) highlight the agricultural way of life isn’t easy, 

nor is the possibility to make quick farm-related decisions based on just one factor. Some 

of the local, regional and national factors being faced by farmers today are the ever-

changing innovation of equipment which is less labor-intensive but comes with a high 

price tag. There are many regulations for those who choose to raise livestock including 

regulations on animal care, processing, and identification programs such as Country of 

Origin Labeling (COOL). Everyone is a steward of the land and no one can preserve what 

we don’t have. If agriculturists don’t start preserving the land today that they use now and 

base a living off of, then who will? Current issues facing farmers and ranchers are such 

things as the air quality and climate fluctuations that seems to be ever more changing 

(American Farm Bureau, 2008).  

As far as policy is concerned, there is the current farm bill titled The Food, 

Conservation and Energy Act of 2008 (U.S. House of Representatives, 2008). This bill 

altered the previous Farm Bill through changes in the expansion of food security 

programs, increased efforts to protect natural resources, promote healthier foods and food 

networks, and to reform commodity and biofuel programs (U.S. House of 

Representatives, 2008). 
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Role of Natural Resources in Agriculture Production 

 One of the most influential factors to American agriculture and the conservation 

to natural resources is the United States Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources 

Conservation Service (NRCS). As stated before, whether they choose to be or not, 

farmers are stewards of the land. They use the land, soil, water, and the remaining 

ecosystem for their operation. It is important for these natural resources to be preserved 

and saved for future generations.  

 Not only are many concerned with the quantity of many natural resources but the 

quality. In West Texas, water quantity and quality is an ever growing concern and debate. 

It’s one thing to have sufficient amounts of water underground, but whether it’s the 

appropriate quality to drink is another issue. This situation should be especially important 

within the policy-making area of Congress.  

Water Availability and Conservation Efforts 

 An environmental concern the nation focuses on within agriculture is water 

conservation. Bouwer (2000) expressed that it is globally important that three key factors 

be considered when integrating water management systems: sustainability, public health, 

and environmental protection. Often the reason for water shortages and problems with its 

availability is a disproportionate balance between growing populations and precipitation 

amount and distribution (Bouwer, 2000). Amongst the total water supply on earth, 1% of 

the global water is liquid fresh water with more than 98% of this amount occurring as 

groundwater and the other 2% in the form of visible water from streams and lakes 

(Bouwer, 2000).  
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 Almost all of the non-frozen drinking water on the planet is underground with a 

long-term threat to its sustainability as a healthy source of drinking water (Bouwer, 

2000). Often times this source of groundwater is being polluted and used faster than can 

be recharged (Bouwer, 2000). Since awareness is often a personal decision or happens 

unconsciously by some, it is confusing as to who should be involved in certain 

environmental decision-making practices (Larson & Lach, 2007). Often awareness occurs 

when there is already a problem or an area is threatened which triggers the action by 

individuals (Larson & Lach, 2007). Attitudes and reactions to situations, and in this case 

of water availability and conservation, are either positive or negative conclusions about 

the situation. Also for many, the entertainment or recreation aspect of water is important 

as people enjoy lakes, rivers, and other sources of water entertainment. The issue of water 

management and awareness may at first, not be known but more often than not can, turn 

into a heated controversial topic once threatened. One issue that raises controversy about 

water management are the emotions expressed by many when actions such as taxes, 

usage regulations and accusations of abuse occur due to shortages. 

 In the case of Texas, and more specifically West Texas, there is a sense of 

inconsistency. In Texas many of the very large urban cities have water regulations that 

ultimately result in fines of water overuse. A blanket-type of regulation program will not 

work over the whole state of Texas. However they whole state should be concerned and 

putting forth effort to develop programs which specifically cater to their designated 

region. The inconsistency creates concern amongst the different cities and communities 

alike. Many argue that there needs to be regulation on the farmers who use the majority 

of the water. Is this now an issue of taking away a personal property right of the farmers? 
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People within the urban and rural areas alike need to be aware of certain situations that 

affect natural resources. Those involved in agriculture and not involved in agriculture 

need to be aware equally of the issues that surround West Texas and the needs and 

conservation strategies that must take place. 

 

Summary 

 Taking a holistic approach to the issues and understanding of the different factors 

that influence decision making and water management is essential to the survival of 

agriculturists, the resources that keep their livelihoods going and the resources for future 

generations. It is important to maintain a current and easily accessible knowledge base 

when it comes to decision making within agriculture. This needs to be up to date and the 

farmers and ranchers that rely on so many natural resources, such as water to keep their 

operations going, need to understand that everyday there is new and changing legislation 

and policy makers that directly influence what they do.  

 Economics, labor, and the latest research that is currently being done to educate 

the agricultural field is shifting and if farmers and ranchers aren’t willing to change what 

they are doing for the betterment of natural resources and the environment, they could 

have some significant fines and future consequences to pay. With escalating populations 

in rural and urban settings and a changing climate due to these populations it will pose 

even heavier demands on natural resources in the future, especially water. Agricultural 

water management must be incorporated within every conservation-type of program in 

order to keep the public informed and aware of current water situations. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

Purpose of the Study 

 The purpose of this study is to examine and determine the factors that influence 

crop planting and water management decisions that are generated from the West Texas 

farmer. Decisions due to controllable and non-controllable circumstances are often only 

known on a personal level by each farmer making it difficult for agricultural businesses 

to plan for upcoming years. How does a farmer know what to plant? Does he know how 

to adjust his decisions in certain weather-changing circumstances? Is he initially aware of 

his available water resources? Often this is the tacit knowledge obtained over the many 

years of experience which takes place before future planting decisions are ever made.  

 I entered this study with some general intentions, but was uncertain of what I was 

going to find and as to how the farmers would react to such a personal interview. I did 

however want to discover a deeper understanding of the way farmer’s thought processes 

occur and how they take into consideration varying, different circumstances. 

Trustworthiness was extremely important as I felt that this would be the key to honest 

and in-depth answers from each of the participants. 

 

Research Design 

 This study used a non-experimental, cross-sectional census survey in order to 

determine the factors and common themes that farmers exercise when determining crops 

for the upcoming year along with their water management thought process.  
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Grounded Theory 

 This study was based around grounded theory methodology. Very similar to a 

phenomenology study, which highlights meanings of events from experience, grounded 

theory intends to generate and discover a theory with deeper understanding (Creswell, 

1998). In grounded theory, the researcher generally collects data in the form of interviews 

and focus groups. In the case of this study, it was one-on-one interviews that provided the 

best method for data collection. The idea of grounded theory research is theories are 

developed through “grounded” data obtained from the field of study in which the 

researcher chooses (Creswell, 1998). It is voluntary within qualitative research for the 

researcher to analyze and gather data through additional observations and documents 

(Creswell, 1998). 

One of the values in qualitative research is that many times the researcher gets to 

see valuable reactions that wouldn’t normally be discovered in a survey. This is an 

example of grounded theory in that large amounts of different types of data, verbal, and 

emotional are collected (Creswell, 1998). It was essential to not just repeat findings from 

the data collected but to tell the story of these farmers and express the concern shown in 

their faces, the uncertainty they conveyed, or the complete confidence that was witnessed 

during the interview. This up-front emotion was collected through a journal with notes 

recorded after the interview for further reference in the coding process.  

Since the data was not all collected on the same day it was vital not lose this 

information from interview to interview. These notes attempted to capture the observed 

behaviors. Things such as organizational patterns, attitudes, cultural patterns, and even 

gaining a sense of how farmers feel about their lifestyle was to be discovered. Content 
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analysis techniques were used as the researcher studied not only directly but indirectly 

the behavior of farmers, all within the realm of social science. 

Background and Potential Bias 

 It is important to discuss my background as a researcher, reasoning for doing the 

study and potential bias that could have occurred if careful monitoring wasn’t done. 

Often times the reasons why people do research in certain areas is because it is what they 

know and feel comfortable researching. I grew up on a ranch in Texas and have been 

involved in agriculture from the day I was born. Having this type of background was part 

of the reason why I was so drawn to doing this study. Corbin and Strauss (2008) touched 

on the issue of bias. It’s not that the researcher has the exact experience as a participant, 

but that the researcher could possibly express similar situations as the participant (Corbin 

& Strauss, 2008). Comparing and similarly relating to the participants can be an 

advantage to the way a researcher designs, analyzes, and compares different factors of 

their own life experiences and the experiences of the participants. This is to not get 

confused; the researcher does not impose their experiences upon the data, but more use 

the data to bring about meaning (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). 

 I wave caution to those that study and research participants with similar 

experiences as theirs. The researcher walks a fine line when investigating similar 

backgrounds and circumstances of their own. It is essential to keep distance between the 

participant’s phenomena and their own phenomena’s and experience. When too much of 

a researchers bias is put forth into conclusions, it then jeopardizes the credibility of the 

researcher and the study. Taking situations and quotes for granted just because one is 
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familiar with the situation could potentially cause confusion amongst the researcher’s 

experiences and what the data actually says. 

Establishment Characteristics 

 When doing any kind of research, there are several factors that need to be 

recognized, addressed and accounted for. These validity characteristics within qualitative 

research are (a) Credibility, (b) Transferability, (c) Dependability and (d) Confirmability. 

Trustworthiness was also established with the researcher and participants prior to the 

study. This was essential in getting the participants to trust, open up, and know that they 

can truthfully and confidentially answer questions to the best of their ability. In the case 

of the one-on-one interviews of this study, getting the producers to trust in my abilities as 

a researcher was of utmost importance.  

Leading into the issue of Credibility, it is important to understand that this is 

similar to internal validity within a quantitative study. Being partially connected to these 

farmers on a personal level is where I gained credibility, not only as a researcher but as 

an interviewer. As far as the understanding of coding, categories and themes were 

developed from the raw data. Utilizing methods and theories from previous research is 

essential to the credibility of one’s work amongst the research world. Likewise, gaining 

credibility amongst the participants is vital. This was important in that the one-on-one 

interview process held some form of discussion. This is where the producers would often 

answer questions in a conversation-type format, and I as the researcher knew what they 

were referring to as far as their lifestyle and way of operation.  

The second aspect to be established was transferability. Transferability is not just 

generalizing to one certain type of broad claim or specific theory, but more giving the 
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readers and future researchers the chance to connect the study with their own 

experiences. This is established as the researcher makes careful notice of the 

environment, and surroundings of the study. Once again this points back to the 

importance of the journal, when deciphering and explaining environmental 

characteristics. This is a way for future researchers to put results into practice. 

Dependability was accounted for through the consistency of the study performed. 

This was done in a stable and controllable way as each interview was carried out in the 

same format and order. The last characteristic established was Confirmability or 

neutrality of the study. Understanding that bias can often never be completely eliminated 

within a study, one needs to be aware of their potential bias and use it as an advantage in 

conversation and coding of the data.  

In this study, measurement error was controlled by the establishment of the pre-

test and careful prepping and training of procedures done by the interviewer/researcher. 

In qualitative research the researcher is the instrument. After the training and preparation 

for the pre-test was done, the final step before the study was a final de-briefing done by 

the researcher and committee. It is crucial that all of these previous elements are taken 

seriously, in order to secure the quality and reliability of one’s research.  

Sampling 

 This is a study in which the sample chosen was purposive and cross-sectional, as 

the sample was drawn from a predetermined population. To establish the sampling frame, 

the population of West Texas farmers was narrowed down to farmers on the Texas 

Alliance for Water Conservation (TAWC) project located in Hale and Floyd counties and 

further to the seven current board members. This is a convenience sample with all the 
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participants having similar demographics. For example; all farmers live in Hale or Floyd 

County and are on the 2008 TAWC water project board of directors. I initially contacted 

these board members by attending a regular board meeting held in February of 2008. 

During this initial meeting, I explained a little bit of my background, where I was 

attending school, and the purpose of the study. This face-to-face contact was essential 

when initially meeting with the farmers. I wanted to gain credibility as a researcher and 

more importantly as a person they could trust. 

 The target population and the accessible population were the same in this study as 

all seven participants were easily accessible and agreed to participate. This provided an 

advantage to the study in that the frame selection and sampling error were controlled as 

all the farmers on the board are current with correct information and could all be reached 

and contacted.  

 

Instrumentation 

 For this study, there were several management tools and data collection 

instruments designed and utilized. The first of these was an interview schedule, generated 

when farmers signed up for an interview time. The research journal was developed and 

used to assist during and after the interview to record emotions and actions possessed by 

each participant. An interview questionnaire, was essential in order to keep the questions 

consistent and in an exact order for each interview. The last instrument used was a short 

demographic questionnaire. This questionnaire consisted of two sections: the first 

contained general demographic questions. The second section was a series of questions 
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asked and utilized to determine what type of sustainable farmer each participant was 

(Baker, Doerfert, Jones & Kistler, 2004). 

One of the essential and key steps to getting a study approved is going through a 

Human Review Board, typically at one’s university and further getting Institutional 

Review Board (IRB) approval. The purpose of the IRB is to ensure that there is no risk, 

harm or long-standing effects to the participants of the study. In the IRB process the 

researcher needs to include how the subjects are recruited and selected. Discuss the 

possible risks and instruments that will be used; for example the taping, recording, and 

reassurance from the researcher which guarantees that the participant will not be harmed. 

A consent form was developed around the study and participants to secure confidentiality 

and release the researcher of any situations after the research has taken place.  

 There were twelve questions asked pertaining to the demographic portion of the 

study. Four questions were asked for each of the three categories proposed by Baker, 

Doerfert, Jones and Kistler (2004), (Forward Thinking Pragmatist, Optimistic Integrator, 

and Traditionalist) and were ordered so that no two questions in the same category were 

one right after the other. The questions were set up in a likert-type format with labels of 

strongly disagree, slightly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, slightly agree, and strongly 

agree. The answers were reported as a range. This was done as each reaction, slightly 

disagree to strongly agree was assigned a number (1-7). The average of the means were 

then taken for each of the three categories 

 The dependent variable, crop planting decision making principles are influenced 

by the factors and circumstances that farmers encounter. The independent variable, the 

general factors affecting crop planting decisions, was addressed by collecting data related 
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to the topics of decision-making, previous knowledge, prior experience, as well as 

controllable and non-controllable circumstances that have been encountered by the 

participants. Other variables that were measured were family situations, reasons for 

previous crop planting, reasons for change in crop planting, previous experiences, and 

outside factors that would possibly affect decision-making.  

 All the above variables were measured through the use of the interview guideline 

and demographic instruments. The journal was used to record behavioral reactions and to 

note any additional items that emerged during the interview process. As a backup, each 

interview session was either video or audio recorded providing a second chance to review 

reactions in the case anything was missed during the interview. 

 Validity or truth was addressed as the instrument was examined by a panel of 

experts in the Department of Agricultural Education and Communications at Texas Tech 

University, before the interview was ever conducted. The panel examined the interview 

guideline, demographic test, and research journal guidelines. They provided suggestions 

to re-word the questions on the pre-test so that it was better able to understand and then to 

be asked for the interview. 

 To control respondent-based measurement errors are almost impossible in a study 

as the direction is really only controlled by the interviewee. By the interviewer assessing 

confidentiality before, during and after the test, it was hoped that the interviewee would 

feel comfortable and answer honestly with greater depth and detail.  

To further highlight how potential bias and validity were controlled I will 

highlight on past research done by Chiovitti and Piran in 2003. They created a list of 

checks and balances that assure valid research. This list includes six points: a) let the 
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participants guide the interviews and research direction, b) create checks and balances 

with what the participants are saying related to other phenomena’s, c) use the actual 

words that participants say, don’t summarize, especially if you can personally relate to 

the participants, d) express the exact points that the participants are trying to view, e) 

specify certain criteria that is desired to be obtained, and f) indicate why the particular 

participants were chosen (Chiovitte & Piran, 2003).  

It takes a much disciplined researcher to constantly be aware of and know when 

these previous criteria are not being met. As stated previous times before the “truth” and 

reliability in one’s study makes it credible. Transferable data to other studies reassures 

analysts that the study was consistent with what the original research goal was to be 

measured. 

Data Collection 

 The data collection was conducted from February to July of 2008. In order to 

assure participation of the study, mentioned before an initial meeting was held where the 

participants could sign up for an interview time. The study, the procedures, the 

confidentiality, and also contact information used to schedule an interview date was 

explained during the initial meeting. Time of the day, day of the week, what week and 

month for the interview and where the interview was going to take place were left up to 

the participants. Giving the participants the option and flexibility to sign up for an 

interview time was important. All the participants farm and some ranch, have previous 

obligations, and may not be able to make the designated time allotted if set up by the 

researcher. If the participants for some reason didn’t schedule an interview time at the 

meeting, they were contacted by telephone and an interview time was set. Once the 
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interview time and location were scheduled, the researcher traveled to the desired 

location of the participant. This is where the actual interview and video/audio recording 

took place. 

 Along with scheduling an interview time and date, it was explained that they were 

to be video recorded to ensure that their remarks were recorded correctly and that once 

the study was complete, the tapes would be destroyed.   

Every interview was transcribed word-for-word at the conclusion, along with the 

recording of notes from the interview. It’s important to note the confidentiality of the 

participants in the study. The actual names of the participants were changed so that no 

information could be directly traced back to them. 

It is fundamental that specific steps are followed to ensure that IRB and validity 

issues are not to be broken. The researcher must inform the participants that they are 

being recorded, have the recording device in plain sight and let them know that it will be 

utilized at a later date in order to check for the possibility of previously missed data.  

In this study, the journal was seen as an informal field note (Lindlof & Taylor, 

2002). For this study, it was essential to constantly review and read through the notes, as 

they could be a “jumpstart” to the coding process or could start how the data was to be 

analyzed.  

Data Analysis 

 The coding team of the researcher and the thesis committee chair began the 

coding process by reading each interview transcript independently. The second step was 

to group the responses by the interview guide question categories, taking all seven 

responses from each farmer and putting them together in each category section. 
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The coding team then re-read what each participant said, highlighting, and 

circling common words and phrases by each farmer. Through this process, quotes, and 

themes were pointed out that were unique to each farmer and section of the interview. 

This is where the utilization of the journal comes into play, as it leads the direction of the 

coding process and understanding of answers. It is important to understand the use of the 

journal. It was to reiterate some of the actions that were discovered during the interview 

that could have been forgotten at a later time. Since the interviews weren’t on the same 

day, it was essential to re-cap on every interview that was conducted. 

The next data analysis step was to form decision-trees out of what was found for 

each section. For example, the first section asked about farmer values and their families. 

It was clear that the whole group varied in responses. Decision trees helped to graphically 

illustrate the differences that were emerging from the coding. 

The analysis of the data requires large amounts of time, self discipline, and 

concentration. It is questionable whether the researcher should transcribe the data at all. It 

is understandable where a researcher and participant directly relate to the same situation, 

whether it shows bias, in the instance of answers not being clear. The researcher should 

establish how many times the repeating of a tape is deemed appropriate before coding 

can’t be deciphered. Another situation that should be decided before and noted in one’s 

research is whether to correct the “jargon and slang” amongst participants answers to 

make the answers easier to understand for future readers. All these situations play into the 

issue of ethical research, what one is allowing and what one is not allowing to happen 

when coding the data. 
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It is clear to see research isn’t easy but is meant to challenge the researcher and 

constantly keep them aware of possible situations that could jeopardize their research. 

Keeping in check different factors that could harm validity, reliability, design of study, 

and many previously mentioned situations is essential for others to carry on similar 

studies. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS 

 
 

“The water availability is part of our environment; it has changed and continues to 

change. It influences every decision I make. It has everything to do with my crop 
selection. Since all my acres are irrigated, if I don’t have the water available then I don’t 

grow a commodity that needs a lot of water use.” 
 

Leonard, third generation farmer 

 
“The decision-making process isn’t the easiest on a farming operation. There’s so 

many more variables. Our decisions are becoming more complex. It’s just a harder time 

to make decisions.” 
 

George, has been farming for 28 years 

 
 
 One of the intriguing, incentives to qualitative research is the ability to directly 

understand and relate to the participants. It’s not just handing out a survey but time, hard 

work, and a sense of trust and community that evolves between the researcher and 

participant. This study focused on a group of producers, which serve on the board for the 

Texas Alliance for Water Conservation project. It is the hopes that you, the reader, will 

understand and relate to some of the actions, answers, facial expressions, confidence, and 

uneasiness of the participants in their answers. In this qualitative study it was important 

to not just conduct a survey but earn the trust amongst these farmers, and conduct a very 

in-depth interview hoping to understand some of the factors that influence crop planting 

and water management in west Texas. For the sake of the participants, their names have 

been changed and personal details on age, family, and other characteristics were changed 

as this information could possibly jeopardize their identity.  
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 The findings will be presented in the form of direct quotes, descriptions of 

expressions and reactions in order to help one understand the participants, where they 

come from, their values, who they are, and the relationship that they posses with certain 

factors and water management techniques. This was important as this study could impact 

the way legislature, agencies, and many other facets of agriculture connect with this 

group of individuals. There were several categories that were condensed and grouped 

together to help understand the direction of the interview. These are: 

1. Questionnaire results 

2. Philosophy towards people 

3. Philosophy of business 

4. Foundational base for decision making 

5. Additional factors in decision making 

6. The decision-making process 

7. Philosophy towards natural resources 

 

Questionnaire Results 

 

Personal Characteristics 

 A short demographic questionnaire was handed out to each farmer at the 

conclusion of the interview. Since it was a small group with personal information that 

could possibly identify each participant, an average of the categories will be reported.  

All seven participants were male between the ages of 37 and 66. The group was 

considered educated as every person had some type of formal education beyond high 
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school. The number of years spent farming or ranching was between 16 and 43 years, 

with the average of crop land farmed between 1,750 acres and 3,850 acres. Every farmer 

owned as well as rented farm land out of the total acres farmed in their operation, with 

everyone irrigating some amount of their acreage. Three of the participants raised 

livestock on their operations. In addition, farming and ranching was the only job held by 

all the participants, no one held an outside job as another form of income. Every farmer 

that participated said that they in some way received some amount of government 

economic support.  

The participants were also asked whether or not they believed that their children 

would operate the farm or ranch in the future? The responses to this question, coupled 

with others later asked, indicated how important family life was to them and how 

important it was for them to raise children in this kind of farming and ranching lifestyle. 

Three of the seven farmers believed that their children would not carry on the lifestyle of 

farming and ranching as they had been raised.  

As a side note, two questions were asked in order to collect data pertaining to the 

average income of the year as well as their debt to asset ratio. Every farmer listed that 

their income was greater than $500,000 dollars for the year. The range of debt to asset 

ratio was 11-20% being the lowest and 51-60% being the highest.  

 

Personal Beliefs and Attitudes about Water 

 In addition to the demographic data collected, the questionnaire collected data 

about the producer’s personal beliefs and attitudes about water. This data collection built 

upon earlier work by Baker, Doerfert, Jones, and Kistler (2004) and sought to classify the 
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farmers into one of three categories having to do with their ideas and acceptance of 

integrated and innovative systems within their operations. The adoption and 

implementation of certain upholding conservation and management practices are ever 

more important in the southern region, and more specifically to West Texas, as some of 

these practices can help produce explanations and resolutions to diminishing resources. 

 The three classifications as defined in an unpublished manuscript by Baker, 

Doerfert, Jones and Kistler (2004) states that farmers can be grouped into (a) the Forward 

Thinking Pragmatists, (b) the Optimistic Integrators and (c) the Traditionalists. The 

Forward thinking pragmatists is a group of people that have; “… a strong desire for 

alternatives that are economically and environmentally sustainable. Producers in this 

group feel that economic concerns drive their decisions about changes they make in their 

farming systems. Producers in this group are also concerned with environmental and 

conservation issues” Baker, Doerfert, Jones, and Kistler (2004, p. 11). 

The next category was the Optimistic Integrators, in which they were: 

“ … interested in integration and are very concerned with water and 

conservation issues. They were very open to diversification as they value the 

added flexibility that would come with diversification. These producers have a 

very open mind when it comes to the sustainable integrated crop/livestock 

system as an alternative for their farming systems and are willing to invest the 

energy required to learn about new alternatives.” 

    -Baker, Doerfert, Jones, and Kistler (2004, p.13) 
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The last category discussed will be the Traditionalists. This is the category where one 

would not express an interest in resource and water management, the category that a 

researcher would not want their group to be classified into.  

“ They valued technology that has allowed them to continue growing cotton on 

a larger scale. They saw no need for alternatives; consequently, they were not 

as concerned with water and environmental issues as were the Forward 

Thinking Pragmatists and the Optimistic Integrators.” 

    -Baker, Doerfert, Jones, and Kistler (2004, p.14) 

Table 1 
Personal Beliefs and Attitudes of Farmers Regarding Water  (N = 6) 

Forward Thinking Pragmatists 

Range 
(min-
max) Mean Median SD 

Crops and livestock should be integrated 
into one production system rather than 
raised separately.  
 

4-7 4.67 4.00 1.21 

Higher costs will force us to concentrate 
water on smaller areas and force us to do 
something with the existing area.  
 

2-7 4.00 5.00 1.79 

It would be nice to irrigate a smaller 
number of acres and still make a living for 
my family instead of having to mass 
produce to make a living.  
 

5-7 5.83 5.50 0.98 

The key is trying to find something that 
uses less water and still makes money. 
 

1-7 5.33 6.00 2.25 

Mean = 4.9575     

Optimistic Integrators     
Man-made farming systems should imitate 
the processes of the natural environment. 
 

1-6 4.17 4.50 1.72 

We should restrict consumption of natural 
resources now to protect future generations. 
 

1-7 4.00 4.00 2.00 

Farming should use more renewable 3-6 4.00 5.00 1.10 
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resources and fewer non-renewable 
resources.  
 
Nature should be valued for itself, not just 
as a resource to be used.  
 

1-6 5.00 6.00 2.00 

Mean = 4.2925     
 
Table 1 Continued 

Traditionalists 

Range 
(min-
max) Mean Median SD 

The best farming is done on large farms 
with modern sophisticated machinery and 
technology 
 

1-5 3.00 3.50 1.67 

Crop production is taking all the water we 
have but it is a necessary evil to make a 
living. 
 

1-6 3.17 3.00 2.04 

A good measure of success in life is the 
amount of property and wealth that a 
person accumulates.  
 

1-3 2.00 2.00 1.10 

I know the Ogallala Aquifer is lowering, 
but I am not concerned for my sake, I will 
have enough water to make a living.  
 

1-3 1.50 1.00 0.84 

Mean = 2.4175     
Note. Responses measured on a 7 point scale, where 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Slightly 

Disagree, 3 = Disagree, 4 = Neutral, 5 = Agree, 6 = Slightly Agree, 7 = Strongly Agree. 
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Figure 2: Personal Beliefs and Attitudes about Water Conclusion Model 
 

 It was not the intention to collect this data, analyze the means, or to compare and 

decipher conclusions from. Instead, the intentions were to confirm the findings with those 

discovered by Baker, Doerfert, Jones, and Kistler (2004) that the producers did fit into 

one of the three categories. Figure 2 was produced to better understand Forward Thinking 

Pragmatists, Optimistic Integrators and the Traditionalists as they were discovered in this 

study. As one can see the Forward Thinking Pragmatists circle is larger depicting the 

4.9575 mean, which is the majority of the participants. The Optimistic Integrators circle 

is slightly smaller with a 4.2925 mean, which is the second most prevalent group of 

thinkers. The Traditionalists circle, the smallest, has a 2.4175 mean agreeing with what 

was found in the previous article, that not many fall into this category. 
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Philosophy Towards People 

The research design sought to expand understanding of decision making and used 

interviews to probe further into the way that these men made decisions and valued water 

management. Beyond the words collected, the interviews also collected insight into the 

emotional state and degree of confidence of each of the participants. It is the hope that 

when reading you will not only read their answer but understand how they reacted in the 

interview.  

 

Family 

There were several questions that were asked in order to understand a farmer’s 

values. The hope was to just talk to them about family life, and understand them on a 

more personal level and see if there was some way that I could personally relate to them. 

I asked them to explain their operation and way of living, how many people were in their 

family, and how long they had been farming?  

Beau: I own and operate a family farm; my wife and I are partners in the farm, 

we work out of the house. I enjoy raising my children in this environment, 

they seem to excel in this environment, we love the small town 

community, which really helps us take care of the kids and the rest of the 

community’s as well. I’ve been farming for 16 years. In my immediate 

family there’s myself, my wife, my daughter who is a sophomore in high 

school, my other daughter that is an eighth grader, and my son that is in 

fifth grade. 
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Ernie: It’s a family operation, I didn’t grow up on a farm my wife grew up out 

here, I went to work for her dad, it’s just a family farm, a small farm, and 

we do most of the work ourselves. It’s an excellent way to raise three boys 

out here, excellent way to raise a family, and teach basic values, a 

wonderful way to make a living. I’ve been farming for 43 years, have a 

wife and three sons that are married. 

George: I’ve been farming for 28 years. I am directly related to the land, and am 

not going to destroy it. Make my living from the land and natural 

resources. I practice good management, and practice green farming as 

much as we can. Been farming for 28 years. I have a wife and 12 year old 

son. Dad has retired but is still actively involved. 

Jacob: We’re extremely diverse and family oriented.  I started farming in 1983. 

Five in the family, my wife, twins who are 20 and youngest is who is 15. 

Jimmy: Me and my brother started farming the year I was a senior in high school 

when I rented my first land. We still farm that land today, ¼ irrigated, 150 

acres of dry-land. Here about 15 years ago went into CRP program, but 

farmed it up till then. We’ve been farming since 1979. We rent my 

grandfather’s land, and bought some land to go with it, we’re mainly 

cotton farmers, we own a cotton gin, and gin cotton for the public. My 

wife and I have three girls. All of our kids are pretty much involved in 

agriculture to some degree. Our operation is probably a little different 

from most. I say that because we do everything together. My dad still 

farms, he has his own land. We have the cotton gin, cattle operation, 
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farming operation. My grandfather is 91; doesn’t farm but makes sure that 

everything is running the way it’s supposed to be. We all do everything 

together.  

Keith: I’ve been farming for 35 years. Started out farming our family farm, my 

Dad raised four kids on two quarters. I started farming in 1972; back then 

we had better water. There’s my wife and son in the family, but he’s older 

and farming on his own. 

Leonard: I was raised on a farm, I’m the third generation. After high school I went 

to college. The opportunity to come back and farm other than with my 

dad, opened up. I was able to take over a farm where the man was quitting, 

not working with my day but alongside him. We have 50% grain and 50% 

cotton, grain includes sunflowers, millet. We incorporate all of those. 

Started farming 16 years ago now. I have a wife and two girls. 

 

One of the insights that was essential and possessed by every farmer were the 

facial expressions and excitement that showed through when talking about their family 

and way of living. It was as if they had a sense of pride in their way of living. For 

instance Jimmy, just jumped right in, sat up straight in his chair and had a smile on his 

face the whole time he was answering. Leonard, had a sense of self pride in letting me 

know that he was the third generation and that he willingly chose to return to this type of 

lifestyle. It is important to note that several of the farmers commented on the satisfaction 

they felt when talking about raising a family in this type of environment, regardless if the 

children were going to continue to farm and ranch.  
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In analyzing the comments, it was revealed that the farmers could be understood 

in one of three ways when it came to family values. In their answers, Beau and Jacob 

talked about raising kids as their first spoken response to the question. It was evident that 

they had a sense of value and pride in the way that they were raised, and wanting to 

bestow that upon their children. While on the other hand, Leonard, talked about his sense 

of heritage and tradition when explaining his chosen lifestyle. Many of the farmers 

expressed a serious answer in that their lifestyle was somewhat more than a choice, but 

that they felt a traditional obligation. An obligation to keep a longstanding foundation 

thriving.  

It was discovered that the next group of farmers felt like both family and heritage 

were equally important in their operation. This is taking on and expressing a well-

rounded outlook. This was; Ernie, George, Jimmy and Kurt.  

Labor 

 The next part to the first section of questions was asking about the outside help in 

their operations, and how dependant they would consider their operation with the help of 

them. The producers often use the terms “hands” or “help” when discussing the non-

family labor that they hired.   

Beau: I am employing this year two full time hands, so we are supporting our 

families as well as theirs. I couldn’t do it without them; they run the day to 

day manual part of my job. 

Ernie:  Two full time employees and they do all the manual labor. 

George: I have one full time employee then some seasonal help. I would say I’m 

highly dependent on them. Not as far as decisions but a lot of the manual 
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labor, whether through the tractor driving and irrigation they’re highly 

involved. 

Jacob: We have three full time employees and during the harvest time there is 

probably 4-5 part time and it is extremely dependent on them or we 

wouldn’t be able to carry out the duties we need to do. 

Jimmy: My dad has a hand, which worked for him for 22 years. His hand still 

work on the farm today. Grew up on the farm with me, he’s my age and 

we grew up side by side. The two have kids, they’re both married. We also 

have one more guy that helps. The last 10 years we’ve probably gone from 

10 hired hands to three today. The reason for that is the equipment is more 

efficient, and the good agriculture labor is hard to find. Jim and Bob the 

hands, can do anything that I can do, you can tell them what to do and they 

know how to do it. The cattle operation has two full time, and some part-

time with the operation. 

Kurt: Just one more person, very much dependent. We farm that many more 

acres we need to maybe add someone. We’re very dependent on outside 

help. 

Leonard: I have two that help outside the family, hired employees. I couldn’t do it 

without their help. 

From the interviews, it was made apparent that every farmer has some sort of 

hired help and that the operations would not run as successful as they do. When hiring 

help, one hires for one of two reasons, either hiring help for the physical labor help or to 

hire to increase money content. Jacob, Jimmy, and Leonard hired the help to increase the 
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money content of their operation, Jacob and Leonard considered the help a resource and 

Jimmy considering the help a partnership. The next group hired help to assist with the 

physically demanding part of farming. Farmers Beau, Ernie, George, and Leonard 

considered the workers one of the key reasons why the operation worked in the way it 

did. Considering them all a resource, knowing that they would not be able to farm as 

much as they do, or operate all the equipment themselves. One interview sticks out in my 

mind. During the interview George deeply expressed the understanding of how important 

his hired help was. He sat by the window and kept a closeful watch on the progress in the 

field next to his the house as his help was running the tractor. He even pointed out the 

window for me to see that the man on the tractor is what was allowing him to do the 

interview.  

Additional Recorded Comments 

 The last point in this section was to highlight some voluntary comments that were 

made about stewardship of the land. This was an issue that was either expressed or not 

expressed in the course of the interview. No specific questions were asked. George and 

Jimmy, stated that they understood how important it was to take care of the land, that 

they were aware of its value and how important natural resource management was.  

George: Make my living from the land and natural resources. I practice good 

management, and practice green farming as much as we can. 

 In conclusion of the first section; family dependency and labor importance were 

split into wanting to raise kids in this family lifestyle, or understanding the heritage and 

tradition that comes with farming and ranching. Taking a holistic approach, several 

realized that both factors; children and tradition, have impact and importance when 
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discussing family values. The need for hired help was for either monetary growth or for 

physical labor, expressing the need for the help to be either a partnership or resource. 

George and Jimmy expressed a holistic way of thinking. Understanding that family 

dependency in this type of lifestyle depended on raising kids and a sense of heritage that 

came with many decisions, while also expressing a sense of stewardship over the land.  

 I looked and watched the comments made by each of the participants, it was clear 

to see the excitement that each one showed while discussing family life. On the other 

hand you will see as more in-depth, serious issues that arise the reactions physically and 

emotionally will change. 

Philosophy of the Businesses 

 
 Anyone involved with agriculture understands the important relationship one has 

with an agricultural-related business. It can be as important as the hired help one has or as 

important as the rain that is predicted to fall for the season. They were asked to describe 

the value of business relationships within the farming and ranching industry. Many of the 

farmers pointed out that it was extremely important to have good relationships in the case 

of a bad crop year. To elaborate further, any bad weather condition, any uncontrollable 

circumstance (personal or governmental) all situations that can often not be controlled 

can have huge impacts on one’s way of life. 

 

Relationships with Others 

 The best way to describe a relationship one possesses with the bank, equipment 

salesmen and other businesses is in the value of “insurance”. Relationships were 
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important for this group of farmers as many expect some type of an outcome from solid 

built relationships. The other group built relationships for a symbolic reason. Many times 

relationships are based and spun off of familiarity, what can one get away with and what 

amount of trust can a bank put into a farmer? It is hard to pin-point the actual reason 

behind certain relationships, when someone is looking for an outcome in a relationship it 

is often for potential leniency. What does a farmer really need when they have just lost a 

crop, or need some form of equipment?  

Beau: It is extremely important I would think, we must work together in our 

communities, without them we couldn’t survive and without us they 

couldn’t survive. It is a symbiotic relationship that I see. I don’t think you 

could put a value on it, it’s a great value to me to know that if I need 

something, late one afternoon or on a weekend, I can call a local business 

owner to come and unlock and he’ll get me what I need to finish that task 

for that day. 

Here it was presented and understood to be quite important to know that his relationship 

with the business is about convenience. On the other hand it is clear to see that others 

build relationships for a support-type of reason. This would make more sense on the 

banking side of one’s business operation.  

Jimmy: The main thing as far as a bad year, like not making a payment and stuff 

like that, that’s why we deal with banks. I consider it very important to 

have a good relationship with the bank, in agriculture there is going to be 

some peaks and valleys. As far as any agricultural business, you have 

good years and bad years. 
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As Jimmy was answering this question it was obvious the concern and discomfort on his 

face, he was uneasy in his chair and seemed like he couldn’t express enough how 

important relationships were. It was apparent that every farmer was speaking about 

business relations from the heart, and from experience.  

Kurt: It’s very important that they understand that people have to ride out these 

bad years. 

These farmers were talking from experience and honesty, insurance equals familiarity, 

and that’s what a farmer is looking for when they are building relationships. Symbolic 

relationships are built for either support or convenience. 

 It is important for you as the reader to understand that this area of the state is 

heavily driven and solely depends on agriculture.  

Ernie: The whole community depends on each other in this type of situation. 

Very dependent on each other, the whole economy in this area depends on 

agriculture. Everything from the churches, to schools, and every business 

in the town depends on agriculture in this area; it’s solely dependent on it.  

This is more than just knowing your neighbor and local equipment salesman. It’s about 

understanding a way of life, a way of life that would not exist in this area if it wasn’t for 

the agricultural farmer.  

 

Government Programs 

 One of the important current topics of discussion and debate every five years is 

the Farm Bill. How does it affect what a farmer does and how he operates? The Farm Bill 

either directly influenced or did not influence the farmers. The Farm Bill is just another 
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piece of the puzzle, another factor that puts into play the way one manages and goes 

through the decision-making process. If the Farm Bill were to influence someone it 

would be to possibly hope for some sort of support payments for certain commodities, 

that he would be growing.  

Leonard: This last farm bill influenced it because you had the freedom to choose. 

Previous it limited some crops such as seed millet, some crops out of the 

program that could have been beneficial to water use.  

The other feeling about the farm bill is an entrepreneurial mindset, in that it doesn’t 

influence one at all.  

Ernie:  I don’t think it influences much, because most of the crop decisions this 

year are market driven. Our farm program… we don’t know what it’s 

going to be so we’re just basing… I just base my decisions on what the 

market is doing. 

It is apparent that both views are very different yet similar. They both understand that 

they need to make the bottom dollar. Whether it is factoring in the farm bill or just doing 

what is appropriate for the moment.  

 Working together, as stated earlier, is a type of insurance, for comfort and peace 

of mind. Relationships are amplified in bad years and if they have a relationship they are 

hoping for some leniency. Other types of business relationships, for example equipment 

salesmen, analysts, and other relationships are built for a sense of dependency and 

convenience. 
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Foundational Base for Decision Making 

 This next section was to elaborate on some of the variables that go into a farmers 

decision-making process. They were asked if there was any change in crop selection from 

year to year and if so why? The best way to describe this section is to think of a house. 

The stableness comes from the outside and frame of the house. This is never changing 

and once changed, it’s extremely difficult to go back. One theme found very prevalent in 

the answers was that many farmers depended on a base crop. That base crop was cotton 

and no matter what influenced them to change a crop or make different decisions, they 

weren’t willing to change much about the “outside of the house” cotton. This was either 

due to tradition (always raised cotton), or once again the feeling of “insurance” the idea 

that they knew this crop well. Jimmy elaborates on this issue. 

Jimmy:  Cotton has been the mainstay even back to my granddad and that’s mostly 

what we’ve done and what’s been in the family for years. We do like grain 

though, especially now the prices are up, you can afford to grow it. 

Every farmer wasn’t willing to break away from the base crop but did understand the 

importance of rotation. Whether one is trying to influence yield for more money or for 

stewardship of the land, going back to the concept of insurance is important in that it is a 

sense of stability. Those who thought holistically understood that all of the reasons were 

important, taking care of the land and making more money.  

 It is understandable that one needs to be flexible, what works one year may not 

work the next. In this type of business it pays to be flexible, many are flexible based on 

the amount of money there is in a commodity. Most are forced to be flexible due to the 

changing commodity prices and programs. As mentioned before this can be a voluntary 
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or involuntary action. Many believe change to be voluntary, in the way that they 

understood the need in order to be competitive, one needs to reach out and try new things.  

So where does the base crop and “house structure” play into this whole 

understanding? Think of the house as having two rooms and an attic. Let’s say that milo 

is the attic, grass seed production is one room and the other room is corn, while the 

outside of the house it cotton. It is easy and readily fixable to change the interior of the 

room, or the attic. But when it comes to changing the perimeter and “stable” outside of 

the house, people aren’t as open to the idea or as willing to change. That is their 

stableness, what they know and what they feel comfort in.  

Additional Factors in Decision Making 

 There were three common themes that were discovered in this section. They were 

asked to discuss some of the factors that influence their crop planting, and how this 

affected family and business life. Some of the factors deciding crop selection were family 

influence and protection, selection depending on money, and selection based on water 

usage.  

Beau: Cotton is definitely a more labor intensive crop, so I get to spend less time 

with my family when I am in majority cotton, so I really enjoy the grains 

because it gives me time now that my kids are getting into high school. 

If you can remember from the beginning, Beau, talked heavily and passionately about his 

family and raising kids in this kind of environment and lifestyle. It was seen consistent 

throughout the interview that what the farmers expressed in the first set of questions 

trickled down through the other sections. Others believed that it didn’t affect family life; 

that they were going to do whatever was going to make them the most money in the end. 
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Jimmy: As far as crops we pick what will pencil in the end. 

George: We like to take a look at what’s best not only for our families but for 

livelihood and profitability.  

Being familiar with this type of business it was clear to see that some who talked about 

different factors knew that what they had to do, needed to be done to make the money. 

 

Water Usage 

 Water usage either had no influence or a positive influence in what a farmer 

made his decisions based upon. To help you as the reader understand this whole idea of 

water management and water conservation, I will provide a comprehensive review of the 

water discussion points that producer’s provided during each part of the interview later 

on. 

The Decision Making Process 

 The responses were categorized into two very different themes, previous 

experience and flexibility. The farmers were asked what the decision making process was 

that they went through when deciding crop selection for the upcoming year how often 

they took into thought previous experience; what factors were the most important in 

making their crop decision, and how did environmental conditions play a role in their 

operations and decisions.  

 Many of the farmers understood that previous years experiences were 

important for the fact that they shouldn’t just jump into something blind and ignorant. It 

often seemed as if they thought that I was asking a silly question. Most remarked with a 
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reply that was, of course I take into consideration what influenced my operation in 

previous years.  

George:   Sure you have to it’s just part of it. 

Kurt:  Very important, because we learn every year something new. 

The farmers understood that they needed to be flexible, whether it was due to markets, 

crops profitability, or government programs. 

Philosophy towards Natural Resources 

 Water was the main reasoning factor that was discussed in every participants’ 

answers when it came to decision making and availability of natural resources and 

management, and how it played a role within one’s decisions. It was clearly understood 

that they were stewards of the land, abusing natural resources now was detrimental to the 

future of their operations.  

Jacob:  Of course the less water we have the more we have to be concerned about 

what we can grow and make a profit with.  

Leonard:  The water availability is part of our environment, has changed and 

continues to change. It influences every decision I make. It has everything 

to do with my crop selection.  

 How do you put a conclusion on the importance of water availability and water 

management? It was apparent that when the farmers discussed water availability, 

throughout the whole interview is had either a positive influence or no influence at all. 

Though some felt as if water had no influence, they still take availability of water into 

consideration. Water was discussed as both an issue of pre-plant existence and how it 

made a decision for growing in the upcoming year. On the other hand it had an impact for 
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in-season purposes, knowing that once the crop is planted it then becomes a commitment, 

and what resources were then going to be needed to keep it going.  

 Understanding what a farmer goes through when managing a farming and 

ranching operation is a difficult concept to grasp. How do you build relationships to 

sustain your operation through difficult years? What importance do you put on all the 

different factors when thinking about water management? This is a difficult issue that 

continues to haunt many farmers, it’s our job as researchers to help government agencies 

approach these issues in a more personal way that can directly relate to the farmers and 

ranchers. This is what makes farmers and agriculturists more willing to adapt to new, 

upcoming situations and programs that effect natural resource management. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 

Introduction 

The purpose of this study was to examine the decision making and water 

management factors amongst a group of West Texas farmers. The design of this 

qualitative study was based on the grounded theory method. Seven producers on the 

Texas Alliance for Water Conservation board of directors volunteered their time for one-

on-one interviews during the early half of 2008. There were three methods used to code 

the initial raw data: open coding, focused coding, and theoretical coding (Creswell, 

1998). Open coding consisted of making decisions based upon the initial data. Focused 

coding was where the researcher took the most frequently appearing themes, then 

composed and sorted the data into smaller groups of phenomena. The last type of coding 

used was theoretical coding, where all the data was categorized into smaller themes, and 

then further into data that could be theorized into one conclusion (Creswell, 1998). 

 Since this study focused on the actual experiences of the producers on the TAWC 

project, it was crucial that the voices, actions, and concerns be heard. This was so policy 

makers, project leaders, conservationists, and government agencies alike could better 

understand and view the actual experiences and decision making processes of these 

farmers. The producer’s decision making processes and water management 

considerations are very seldom studied yet this crucial information affects the livelihood 

of so many organizations, communities, and businesses alike.  
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 In this chapter, I will share the conclusions that were reached, discuss the 

recommendations/implications that these findings may have on awareness and 

monitoring for the producers, provide a model that depicts the current decision making 

processes, and propose alternative models that could improve water management 

practices by farmers. 

Conclusions 

 This study has results that are directly applicable to West Texas producers and the 

organizations that interact with this area of Texas and type of producer. Generalizing the 

results beyond these seven farmers was not the intention of this study. Rather, this section 

is meant to increase our understanding of the annual crop decision making process, the 

role of water management in this process, and the potential existence of limitations or 

barriers that negatively impact the process. 

 

Understanding of the Agricultural Lifestyle 

 Through the in-depth interviews that were conducted, many of the farmer’s values 

and emotions towards certain agricultural topics were revealed. More importantly it was 

made clear farmers value family life, tradition, and natural resources. These factors 

emerged throughout the coding process.  

These farmers are highly concerned with family life and the way their decisions 

affect not only their immediate family but the families of the people who work for them. 

Not only was a strong family importance expressed but an obligation to tradition 

established by previous generations. Many of the farmers grew up in a farming type of 
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lifestyle and felt an obligation to return and keep the business going. Often times children 

of farmers in today’s age just aren’t expressing a strong desire to return to the farming 

operation or lifestyle.  

To many of the producers, hired help was not just a resource but a personal 

relationship the farmers valued within their operations. It was well understood that all the 

farmers believed they could not run their operations effectively and properly without the 

hired help. It was also evident with each year’s progression, hired help was going to be 

needed on a year-round basis and not just during the time of harvest. All of the farmers 

are aging and hired help is increasingly needed for most of the everyday physical tasks in 

running an agricultural operation.  

The farmers were also concerned with the way others as well as themselves 

manage water resources. From the data collected, it was concluded that the producers 

understood they needed to make more of an effort to become aware of their own water 

availability. More importantly they needed to encourage others within the community to 

put just as much effort into conservation as they were trying to do. This expression of 

concern is attitudinal and should be researched further for more understanding answers. 

As supported by Fazio and Sanbonmatsu’s (1990) findings it is understood that memory-

based decisions become an attitude-based strategy. Whether the farmers were going to 

influence the community was strictly up to them. The journal entries compiled after each 

interview helped with understanding the attitudinal part of the research. This was done 

when the producers talked and expressed the reaching out to others was a personal 

commitment in order to help create and keep awareness. They showed concern in their 
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face and uneasiness in their voice if they didn’t pursue what they were trying to commit 

to themselves. 

One would think that farmers have several different plans developed to use in all 

circumstances and especially in times of need and uncertainty within their operations. 

The reality is famers don’t always have a plan, they don’t always know what to do, or 

know where to go for help. If farmers knew where to get more advice and data or knew 

who to turn to in times of assistance, it could help producers understand the value in 

water management and value in making initial decisions thoughtfully and with the proper 

knowledge database. Producers often look to bankers, extension agents, and others within 

a community for advice and assistance. As stated in the previous section, policy makers 

and others need to understand that producers talk and gain advice on a local level. Once 

policy makers and researchers understand that asking the actual producer about their 

wants and needs, could benefit future programs in numerous ways. This leaves out the 

guessing game that so many times policy makers struggle with.  

 

Economic/Business Factors 

 To summarize the economic and business concerns that farmers face, it was 

essential to highlight what was previously mentioned by the producers. Many farmers 

were focused on the options that will bring the least risk and what will have the lowest 

input costs. This could be influenced and reassured on many levels through future 

research and policy. It wasn’t a shock that many farmers first concern was to make a 

large profit off of their crop. What was interesting was their desire to achieve this while 

also conserving the resources that allowed them to grow the crop.  
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When talking about the Farm Bill in the decision making process, it is important 

to point out that the producers had one of two viewpoints. The first choice being that 

there was no concern of the future Farm Bill in their initial decisions. This is interesting 

as there are millions of dollars each year put into the Farm Bill to directly assist the 

producer. The next choice producers expressed towards the Farm Bill showed that some 

had great concern in the past and current bill as it allowed them to grow and plant crops 

that they normally wouldn’t be able to, while also receiving government funding. 

Throughout the interview process, these farmers seemingly thought holistically and were 

more likely to venture out of the traditional crop planting methods. They understood that 

utilizing government support was an essential factor to the future of their operations. 

 

Water as a Factor 

 The producers in this study expressed that other farmers and those who directly 

depend on the land and natural resources need to be stewards of the resources they use. 

As far as availability of resources, it varied in that many farmers were faced with one of 

two situations: what their resources are before they make decisions and what they have 

while the decision has been implemented. Many of the farmers have different levels of 

available natural resources, especially water, making it difficult for policy makers to pin-

point the exact production areas in which they could provide the most help. 

 All the farmers articulated that absorbing every piece of knowledge from previous 

experiences was essential to logically reasoning through the current water-related 

decisions they had to face. There was no hiding the fact that many of the farmers guessed 

on availability of water resources and guessed on the amount of rainfall that they were 
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likely to receive for the year in the initial decision making process. As stated before and 

will be depicted later in a model, it is essential for farmers to know with as much 

certainty as possible how much water availability they have before any decisions are to 

be made.  

 It was discovered through the interviews that farmers need to gather together and 

find a way to collectively conserve and help communities become more aware of natural 

resources. More importantly farmers need to bring about awareness towards the available 

water and natural resources in which they have. When one understands the different 

limits of water and natural resources that people posses, it makes the decision making 

process that much more valuable and important for future researchers.  

 

Summary Model 

To summarize what was learned from this study, a model was created to depict 

the decision making process of these producers and their consideration of the factors 

previously discussed (Figure 3). 

A breakdown and understanding of the model and the comprehention of the colors 

associated with the model will be essential in the understanding of how the farmers make 

decisions prior to the planting season.The process begins with the consideration of the 

resources, in this case their water availability. There is one of two decisions that answers 

this question for the farmer: my ground water is adequate or no my ground water is not 

adequate. It is important to note that often times these pre-crop decisions are based on 

historical meaning and emotions versus factual data. Whether producers do or do not 

have this factual data it is a personal commitment to improvement. When offers and 
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opportunitites arise for one to discover this factual data, it is essential to get involved to 

stay competitive. 

If the farmer percieves they have an adequate ground water supply, then they 

consider two other factors: the economic consequences of a decision and/or personal 

factors such as family and availability of hired help. Once these have been carefully and 

thoroughly thought out, the producer then makes the initial cropping plan. These are 

depicted in black to illustrate once a decision is made, it is considered final with little 

thought of turning back or changing the plan once the choice is made. 

The alternate decision path is where, the producer believes they don’t have an 

adequate groundwater supply. This decision is still considered a guessing game that can 

also lead to faulty and unaccurate decisions. Initial plans must now be made according to 

economic and personal factors. This is depicted as the color gray to represent a tentative 

decision, in that no final cropping decision has been made. Unlike before, once economic 

and personal factors were determined, the producer would make a cropping decision and 

stick to that plan reguardless of changes to in-season factors. Since groundwater is 

initally the first choice of a water source, the producer makes a tentative decision that is 

later finalized when they have a better understanding of what amount and timing of 

Spring rainfall they have. 

This would be the water that one would anticipate pre-plant, before the crop is 

actually planted. This is either a yes or no discussion, and is often based on whether any 

winter moisture was received. If determined that Spring moisture will be adequate, then 

the farmer can implement their initial decision. If the answer is no, then the farmer must 
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alter their original cropping decision to something that will grow with lower required 

amounts of ground and preplant water. 

 



 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Figure 3: Annual Cropping Plan Decision Tree
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Summary of Conclusions 

 In summary of the interviews of the producers, there is one point to make, in 

order to lead into recommendations and implications. It is known that farmers value 

many different personal family situations, economic factors, and hired help. They hold 

different beliefs and attitudes about natural resources but through all, understand the 

importance of water. In today’s world, making decisions is not going to get any easier or 

more logical if one doesn’t have pre-decision data, thought or knowledge. Previously 

discussed results conclude and support the recommendations that producers need 

information before acceptable decisions can be made. 

 

Recommendations/ Implications 

 When conducting research, it is essential to provide recommendations so that 

others can build off of what you have researched and understand what research still needs 

to be completed. Consumers of this study should understand that the participants were 

chosen purposefully for the quality of the information that was desired to be collected. It 

is understandable that when generalizing to West Texas producers some may question the 

worth of the seven producers that were on the TAWC board. These particular producers 

were chosen to gain useful and in-depth answers to the decision making and water 

management practices of the area. Qualitative research is known for its value when 

specifically studying the qualities of meanings and the process that one goes through 

when studying relationships (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003). 
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The findings of this study point to several factors in which those that make, 

implement, and research this type of producer should be aware of. It’s important for 

producers to recognize that “This is where I’m at, and these are the resources I have.” 

Understanding where one is in terms of availability of water, before and after harvest 

leaves no room for error. Farmers can’t base decisions and grow crops without the proper 

water resources and an understanding of what those resources are, creates awareness, and 

decisions which are accurate.  

 

Improving Water Predictions 

 The most important factor in helping producers and other agriculturists make 

logical and purposeful decisions is in providing necessary information and facts before 

the decision making process is ever begun. For example, if farmers had the ability to 

review relevant personal water resource data instead of guessing about that resource’s 

availability, it could influence the direction and possibly the end result of one’s initial 

decision making process.  

I recommend that a type of “dashboard” program be developed, promoted and 

utilized by farmers. Just as a dashboard is on a car, or in a cockpit, showing speed limit, 

gas level, and temperature, I’m recommending that a dashboard be utilized to initiate self 

awareness amongst this type of producer. This dashboard is essential in data visualization 

in that it takes large amounts of information, different data types and formats, and 

displays them as a more accurate and graphical depiction (Farcot & Kades, 2004). It is 

also important to understand that the main goal of graphs, visualization, and dashboards 

is to communicate information is a clear and effective mean (Wikipedia, 2008). 
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Dashboards can be extremely useful as they take and extract useful information, done by 

the user, helping to develop logical conclusions (Wikipedia, 2008).  

 Some of the new technologies in the area of West Texas can be combined into 

one computer program and shown on one screen. For instance, a producer could open the 

dashboard program, have well and pressure pivot monitors, get the exact amount of water 

available underground as well as how much water is being pumped at any given time.  

Another information source that is computerized and can be incorporated into the 

dashboard is a new technology by Accent Engineering called Smart Crop. It is a 

monitoring system that measures the plant stress and dehydration and then transfers the 

information right to one’s computer (Martin, 2008).  

More often than not if information isn’t readily available then a producer isn’t 

going to go looking for it resulting in the possibility of bad decisions. Developing a 

universal system puts the control right into the producer’s own hands. Different data 

sources such as water districts, research institutions, and agricultural businesses, must 

cooperatively and competitively provide precise, defined data to create a single database. 

Assistance by policy makers may be required to achieve this level of cooperation. 

In order to more effectively meet the majority of producers needs, the actual 

producers should be involved in creating the dashboard interface. To assist in the 

adoption of the technology into business management processes it is essential to have 

educational/training efforts utilized to aid the producers. This should be designed and 

implemented by extension programs. It is important for farmers to learn and be taught by 

people and organizations that they feel comfortable with and that they may have already 

previously worked with. Policy makers should deem it necessary to implement such data 
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visualization tools as this, while considering what resources and/or guiding legislature 

will be required.



 

 
 

 

Figure 4: Proposed Crop Decision Tree Model for Semi Arid Land
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It is essential for policy makers to understand how knowledge, before any 

decisions are made can heavily and positively influence “smart decisions” by producers. 

For producers to know that they have options and that they can effectively make 

decisions based on actual data can take a heavy load off of one’s mind. It’s about 

available data at the initial decision making process. I believe for programs and future 

policy to effectively work they need to put initial information in the hand of the 

producers. This can also include not just water information but climatic conditions and 

change as well. Knowing future weather predictions, though they aren’t always 100% 

accurate, influence the confidence producers possess. Just imagine if producer’s knew 

there was a possibility for drought or fertility issues within their soil? 

 

Alter Decision Making to Place Greater Emphasis on Water 

I want to turn the direction for a moment from the previous models to propose an 

alternative decision making model that provides a greater emphasis on water 

management within the decision making process. 
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Figure 5: Alternative Crop Decision Tree for Semi Arid Lands 
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For years farmers have planted traditional crops and have been, reluctant to 

change what they feel comfortable with or with what they know how to grow. Producers 

must know that a traditional crop isn’t necessarily the best and most productive option, or 

that the highest yield is necessarily the best answer. Turning to alternate and additional 

income options to traditional crop planting can benefit in more ways than one. Producers 

must understand that some of the old ways of decision making aren’t necessarily going to 

ensure success in today’s fast-paced agricultural world. However, in a time with 

declining water resources and increasing energy costs in the forms of fuel and fertilizer, a 

shift in decision making processes may be required. This proposed crop planning 

decision model (Figure 5) operates from the premise of available water resources in the 

critical decision-making factors with everything else being based on that factor.  

 A deeper representation of the model shows that before any decisions can be 

made one needs to understand that taking into account historical irrigation performance, 

previous crop experience, and projected rainfall can serve as a foundation for the 

upcoming planting season. Basing decisions on just resource status can be very difficult if 

no previous knowledge is put forth into the decision making process. In this model it is 

essential for farmers to put a numerical figure on the portion of water resources that they 

have available, what they are willing to pump or what they are allowed to pump based on 

water availability. 

 Once initial decisions are made based upon available water resources, the farmer 

should consider alternatives to planting a harvested crop such as (a) planting the acreage 

to a crop that would pay based on carbon sequestration, (b) examining the potential of 

selling their water through a water market, or (c) using the acreage towards a form of 
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energy generation such as the installation of wind generators. In this last option, the 

potential to include a livestock grazing system or placing the acreage in a form of a 

conservation reserve program may generate two incomes off of the land. 

 Once initial determination of water availability and alternatives to traditional 

crops have been explained, one can then set goals for the upcoming year beginning with 

their water management goals. This allows producers to then explore different crop 

options all based on water availability and water management goals. 

This leads to the position where the producer needs to determine their crop for the 

upcoming year. Along with crop decisions, producers set annual yield goals. This is 

important in that energy inputs are based on a farmer’s yield goals. This consists of the 

purchasing of fertilizer, and other inputs that go along with a crop and the year-long 

maintenance.  

 To explain the differences with this proposed model it is essential to understand 

once again it is recommended that traditional crops need to be carefully and thoroughly 

analyzed to make sure they are really what’s working for the farmer. Consequently more 

and more farmers are falling behind in the fast-paced world of agriculture. Finding 

alternative options is fundamental to the success and livelihood of many farmers. With 

this new model, I believe if producers can understand and alter their decision making 

process, knowing that more emphasis is being put into water monitoring, water 

management, and water saving alternative crop options it could help their operation. 

From this water conservation basis, farmers can choose which crop is most appropriate 

for their water goals, establish achievable crop yield goals, and then determine input 
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factors such as nitrogen, fertilizer, and other resources that must be determined prior to 

the cropping season. 

 

Discussion 

It is understandable that without government help and funding from groups that 

are interested and concerned with water management, there’s not a lot that a farmer can 

do. As mentioned before, if accurate, meaningful information isn’t in front of them and 

readily accessible, then one is unlikely to go looking for that type of information. Great 

effort and reviewing needs to go into governmental and conservation programs in order 

to lock in success for future research. It is suggested that the Farm Assist program be 

required, but required with a lower price for participating. When government programs 

are readily available, we as researchers need to understand why producers aren’t utilizing 

them. Making an incentive for the producers to join can create higher numbers of 

involvement. There needs to be more effort in promoting these government funded 

programs. Show the producers that they too can benefit like so many. 

 Secondly, I would recommend that more effort be put towards understanding 

today’s producer. So many times it seems that government thinks they know what 

producers are concerned with when in actuality they may not. Showing farmers that they 

have a voice and are being listened to is crucial in gaining trust from agencies and other 

researchers. There needs to be a sense of personal contact amongst the producers and 

others that influence the direction of research. The producers of the study expressed they 

meet regularly with other farmers, and make a point to build relationships with bankers 

and equipment salesmen. If this is who the farmers are talking to, then effort needs to be 
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put forth in utilizing this type of communication channel. Though this is not the solution 

to all the communication and connection problems between producers, policy makers and 

conservationists it is a start in the right direction to finding a way to relate to these 

producers.  

 It is also essential for policy to understand and work towards better legislature 

when it comes to the Rule of Capture. Even though Texas Legislature has the authority 

over groundwater management, they have left it up to local groundwater conservation 

districts (Kaiser, 2005). Sadly most districts only require well registration, or the 

regulation of drilling of new wells, when the capture rule has not been strictly enforced 

(Kaiser, 2005). Many times this is due to the lack of information about the accurate 

amount of water being pumped. 

 Along with statewide Legislation and conservation efforts it is essential to 

examine and determine the role and efficiency of National Legislation. As mentioned 

before the Ogallala Aquifer stretches across eight states, though water is depleting at a 

fast and un-rechargeable rate, doesn’t mean that other states shouldn’t be concerned with 

the conservation of their own resources. It is important to conserve water now so if other 

states ever fall into this issue, they know how to conserve and follow steps, procedures, 

and guidelines that have already been practiced and implemented in other states.  

Research Recommendations 

 Since I was unable to find any previous research or data on the actual decision 

making process that producers go through when deciding crop planting and water 

management decisions; this study has offered a pathway to learn immense amounts of 

detailed information. Future research should build upon the findings of this study and 
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strive to increase our knowledge and understanding of the producer and the way he 

makes decisions.  

 I am suggesting that the model developed in this study be utilized for several 

different types of research. It could best be utilized in a quantitative research effort using 

larger numbers of producers. As recommended before, get the people and organizations 

that interact with the producers the most to; help with promotion, usability, and necessity. 

Testing larger numbers of people help when it comes to the spreading of information and 

the incentives of properly going through the decision making process. 

 One important element to understand is that the Ogallala Aquifer spreads over a 

large area of the Central United States. From the northern-most to most southern part of 

the aquifer, temperature, climate, and annual rainfall differ immensely. With the 

development of this model and the research application to other geographic areas with 

different annual rainfalls, the usability and accuracy of the model could potentially spread 

interest.  

 One of the values to the participants of this study is that they are already involved 

in a conservation program. Conclusions from the data collected show that farmers are 

concerned with water resources and felt like others should be concerned as well. In the 

TAWC project, data is already being collected and water is being monitored. One of the 

keys to successful development and utilization of a dashboard in this project is to test and 

get producers initially interested. It was expressed by the farmers, that once they saw 

others utilizing resources and methods to help improve their operations, they would be 

more likely to implement the same types of methods. This is a way to pilot test the 

dashboard while gaining interest by others within the same community. 
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 Organizing information to enhance decision making is important along with the 

channels of information dissemination. I am suggesting that future research be done on 

the different approaches to information output and which method gets through to the 

producer most efficiently. Determining the level of trust that these farmers and producers 

show towards the researchers, agencies and policy makers is also key to developing the 

best methods of teaching and introduction of research?  

 Another recommendation is to identify where change within the producers 

decision making process takes place. As researchers, we don’t want to go along assuming 

we know where this occurs. Just telling a producer where change should occur doesn’t 

accurately depict when is does. Is this change in the decision making process situational, 

and if it is, what is causing the change? Is fear, uncertainty, or lack or information the 

culprit? 

 A further recommendation would be to develop and test specific decision-making 

tools that would assist in the making of initial decisions. More specifically, in making 

decisions based on water management/conservation goals. A possible example would be 

the utilization of tools based on decision trees. If producers could understand if they 

followed detailed steps with different paths of options it could improve some of the 

outcomes due to their decisions. 

 It was expressed through the answers of the producers that emotions drive many 

of their decisions. Whether they were emotions due to family, economics, or any other 

circumstances the literature and data shows that emotions often drive decisions. Testing 

ones emotions and how they affect decisions through Emotional Intelligence testing 

could be extremely beneficial. A larger amount of producers could further explain the 
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reasoning and uncertainty to the amount of emotion that is actually put forth towards 

decisions.  

 It was revealed that farming/ranching was the primary means of income for these 

participants. Further research should be done to determine if this is true for a larger 

population. If this is determined not to be true, how does this affect the initial decision 

making process and how does it play into the feeling of regret of decisions? If this is 

determined not to be typical then how do practitioners go about developing programs that 

support this category of producer? 

 There was a range of 29 years between the ages of the participants. It was not 

studied but how does generational differences play a role in the trust and answers of the 

participants during the interviewer? Should there be a difference in how older versus 

younger participants are approached and studied when conducting research? Since there 

were older participants they could potentially have differences in how they started 

farming, and how they then answer questions. 

 

Practitioner Recommendations 

 There are plenty of available maps and resources, developed by institutions and 

agencies, highlighting important applicable information. Some examples of maps are 

those that show ground water levels, whether abundant or depleting, exact numerical 

measurements and quality of water. These maps and publications aren’t useful if they are 

not being created in order to share with the people that need them the most, producers. It 

is important for future funding to keep these projects going, and to also disseminate this 

information. 
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 Future research reported by Gould, Klemme and Saupe (1989) stated that 

motivation towards producers was fundamental in getting them to adopt conservation 

techniques. Motivation is due to the least controversial type of approach, through 

education programs (Gould, Klemme and Saupe, 1989). 

 

Closing Thoughts 

 I do offer caution for others that want to carry out this type of research and 

method of study. It was most crucial to understand and find a way to relate to these 

producers on a personal level. This is where it is believed most of the honest, useable data 

comes from. Understand the participants on a personal level and find a way to relate to 

them. Take careful note of certain actions and emotions that the participants express. This 

gives light and depth to the answers, building on the qualitative branch of research. 

 The results of this study prove to be insightful within the agriculture industry, 

while also igniting further research on producer decision making and viewpoint of water 

management and availability. When information is put in front of an individual and one 

can see how programs can directly put growth into their operations, this is when the 

decision, in the hands of an informed producer, can impact the value of one’s business. 

Broadening the greater context of decision making can only enhance further studies and 

chart a way for more insightful territory. 
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INTERVIEW GUIDELINE AND QUESTIONS 
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Interview Guideline and Questions 
 

I. Introduction: Tell my name and explain what my fondest agricultural 

memory has been. 

II. Farmer Values: If an outsider was to show curiosity about what you do, 

how would you explain to them your operation and way of living. 

a. How long have you been farming? 

b. How many people are there in your family? 

c. How many people are there that help out with your farming 

operation, and if any, how dependant do you consider your 

operation with the help of them? 

III. Understanding Farmer-Dependent Businesses and a farmers role 

within: How farmers are concerned with a business’s operation and how 

they feel about them being solely dependent on farmers.  

a. As far as business relations, what in previous years has been a 

concern for farmers in the instance of a bad year, and why? 

b. How would you describe the value of good relationships with the 

business aspect of farming? 

c. Has any farm bill ever changed your method of decision-making in 

terms of crop selection and why? 

d. With the farm bill still in progress has it created any feelings or 

emotions towards crop selection or decision-making? 
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IV. A Deeper Understanding of Farmer’s Decisions on crop selection 

annually. 

a. What has been the change, if there has been, in crop selection 

from year to year for you? 

b. What was the change due to? 

c. How does environment play a role in your crop selection? 

d. How does water play a role in your crop selection? 

e. Do you ever, if often get together with other farmers to discuss 

situations and problems that affect your business? 

V. What in the previous years have been some of the deciding factors 

on crop selection? 

a. How did that selection affect family life and business life? 

VI. What is the decision-making process that you go through when 

deciding crop selection for the upcoming year? 

a. Do you take into thought previous experience? 

b. Which factor/factors was the most important in making your crop 

decision? 

c. Which factor/ factors was the least important in making your crop 

decision? 

d. Prioritize………. The factors of most important to least important. 

e. How do you take into consideration family life when making these 

decisions? 
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f. Do you take into consideration environmental conditions and how 

important are these environmental conditions to your operation and 

decisions? 

g. Do you take into consideration uncontrollable circumstances, for 

example weather and how does this play a role in your decision-

making? 

h. Do you take into reflection available natural resources, such as land 

and water and how does this impact your choice of crops? 

VII. Influence of Texas Alliance for Water Conservation Project (TAWC): 

a.   Could you please discuss some of your values towards water. 

(water conservation, shortages, costs, availability, how concerned they 

are) 

b.   What has been the influence of the project on some of your 

decisions? 

c.    Has the project had a significant impact on any decision-making 

situations? 

d.    How do you perceive Rick’s value to the program? (good or bad) 

e.  What are some of the things that he has done for you to feel this 

way? 

VIII. Closing- (This is where you need to recap on what they have 

previously said) 

a. Can you think of anything else you would like to add or anything 

that I have missed? 
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b. Is there anything else that you would like to share? 

IX. Reassure Confidentiality 

a. Thank them for their time and honesty. 
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DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE 
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1. What is your age as of January 1, 2008? __________ years old 
 
2. How many years of formal education have you completed?  __________ years of 
education 
 
3. How many years have you been farming or ranching?  ___________ years farming 
 
4. How many acres do you cultivate/operate (own & rent) ___________ acres 
 
5. How many acres do you own?  ___________ acres 
 
6. How many acres do you rent?  ____________ acres 
 
7. How many acres of cropland are devoted to the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP)?  
___________ acres 
 
8. Do you use irrigation on your farm or ranch operation? 

 Yes    
 No (if No proceed to question # 10) 

 
9. How many acres do you irrigate?  _____________ acres 
 
10. Do you raise livestock on your farm or ranch operation? 

 Yes 
 No (if No proceed to question # 12) 

 
11. Approximately how many head of livestock do you raise annually?  ___________ 
head 
 
12. Do you work off the farm or ranch in another job? 

 Yes 
 No (if No proceed to question # 14) 

 
13. What percent of the labor is provided by the primary farm operator?  ___________ % 
 
14. Does your farm or ranch operation receive government economic support? 

 Yes 

 Personal Characteristics 

INSTRUCTIONS: The following information will be used to statistically compare your answers to 
those of other farmers who are completing this questionnaire. 
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 No 
 
15. I believe that my farm or ranch will be operated by my children in the future. 

 Yes 
 No 

 
16. What is the approximate gross income of your farm?         

 ≤$59,999 
 $60,000- $119,999 
 $120,000- $179,999    
 $180,000- $239,999 
 $240,000- $299,999 
 $300,000- $359,999 
 $360,000- $499,999 
 $500,000- $749,000 
 $750,000- $999,999 
 $1,000,000- $1,490,000 
 $1,500,000- $1,750,000 
 ≥ $2,000,000  

 
17. What is your approximate debt-to-asset ratio? 

 0-10 
 11-20 
 21-30 
 31-40 
 41-50 
 51-60 
 61-70 
 71-80 
 81-90 
 91-100 
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PERSONAL ATTITUDES AND BELIEFS 
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1. Crops and livestock should be integrated 
in one production system rather than 
raised separately. 

       

2. The best farming is done on large farms 
with modern sophisticated machinery and 
technology. 

       

3.  Man-made farming systems should 
imitate the processes of the natural 
environment. 

       

4.  Crop production is taking all the water we 
have but it is a necessary evil to make a 
living. 

       

5. Higher costs will force us to concentrate 
water on smaller areas and force us to do 
something with the existing area. 

       

6A good measure of success in life is the 
amount of property and wealth a person 
accumulates. 

       

7. I know the Ogallala Aquifer is lowering, 
but I am not concerned for my sake, I will 
have enough water to make a living.  

       

8.  We should restrict consumption of natural 
resources now to protect future 
generations. 

       

9. It would be nice to irrigate a smaller 
number of acres and still make a living 
for my family instead of having to mass 
produce to make a living.  

       

10. Farming should use more renewable 
resources and fewer non-renewable 
resources.  

       

11. The key is trying to find something that 
uses less water and still makes money. 

       

12.  Nature should be valued for itself, not 
just as a resource to be used. 

       

INSTRUCTIONS: The following are belief statements related to farming, water, water management 
and water conservation. Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement 
by placing an “X” in the box under the appropriate column. 

 Personal Beliefs and Attitudes about Water 
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Consent Form 
 
 

We are asking you to be a participant in the study “An Initial Investigation of the General 
Factors that Influence Crop Planting”. Katie Leigh and Dr. David Doerfert with the 

Agricultural Education and Communications Department of Texas Tech University will 
be in charge of the study and can be reached at 806-742-2816. 
 
The purpose of this project is to identify the factors involved in the decision-making 
process of annual crop planting for farmers. If you so wish to participate you will then be 
asked several questions in a one-on-one confidential interview procedure, at the location 
of your choice. The questions will be on personal decisions in your work life and not 
personal life. It is very important that full and complete consideration of experiences be 
taken when answering all questions. If the question poses a problem and you as the 
participant feel uncomfortable about answering, you have the option to not comment.  
 
The complete interview will last no longer than one hour, as questions and discussion 
will be asked the whole time. The process will be a personal interview that will be 
recorded to allow the researchers to review the interviews as to not miss any insightful 
information after the interview process. At the bottom of this letter you as the interviewee 
have the option to accept being recorded or to not accept. No one but Katie Leigh and Dr. 
Doerfert will have access to the recordings. If there is still any concern or uncertainty 
about you being a participant please feel free to contact the Texas Tech University 
Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects, Office of Research 
Services, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX 79409. Or you can call 806-742-3884.  
 
I give permission to be video-taped for further review after the interview process. (Please 
Check) 
 
 
                    I agree      I disagree 
 
 
If you sign this sheet you are fully understanding of the project and your rights as a 
participant.  
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________    ____________ 
                   Signature of Subject               Date 

 
 
This consent form is not valid after March 15, 2008. 
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INTERNAL REVIEW BOARD (IRB) APPROVAL 
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PERMISSION TO COPY 
 
 
 

 In presenting this thesis in partial fulfillment of the requirements for a master’s 

degree at Texas Tech University or Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center, I 

agree that the Library and my major department shall make it freely available for research 

purposes.  Permission to copy this thesis for scholarly purposes may be granted by the 

Director of the Library or my major professor.  It is understood that any copying or 

publication of this thesis for financial gain shall not be allowed without my further 

written permission and that any user may be liable for copyright infringement. 

 

Agree  (Permission is granted.) 

 

_______________Kathryn Leigh_____________________         ____11/21/2008______ 
 Student Signature      Date 
 
 
 

 

 


